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Introduction

There is a concerted effort to infuse problem solving

into the schuol mathematics curriculum. One impetus' for

this movement is the recommendations of the National

Council of Teachers of M'athematics presented in An Agenda

for Action (NCTM, 1980). The number one recommendation of

the report was "Problem solving should be the :focus of

school mathematics the 1980's." Judging from the many

publications and conference presentations devoted to

problem solving it is an idea whose time has come. Thus,

while the mathematics curriculum emphasis in the 1770's was

back to basics, the emphasis in the 1980's promises to be

problem solving.

Although there is much interest in problem solving

being expressed by practitioners and researchers alike,

many important questions exist. Polya's four steps have

been widely accepted but do not provide specific directions

for raching problem solv'inq (Polya 1962). In particular,

little is known about effective instructional methods at

the etementafy school level. The 1980 yearbook of the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 'Problem

Solving, provides some guidance for teachers but only

serves as a beginning to understanding the teaching of

14
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problem solving.
A

During the attention Was given to tie

procestes students use in _problem solving. Researchers

have studied the use of process variables and their

relation to Problem solving success (Kantowski, 1977;

Lucas, 1974; Schoenfeld, 1979: Webb, 1975, 1979; Zweng,

1979). These studies ha've provided useful information

which has led to the -formulation of several instructional

methods for teaching problem solving (Lester, 1980). Among

those Methods listed by Lest.F.,- are: 1) have students solve

many problems without intervention by the teacher] 2) teach

specific skills, e.g., 'draw diagrams, translate word
___--
problems to number sentences using word clues; and 3) teach

heuristic strategies.' For this study, the heuristic

approach was chosen as the instructional method.

While the teaching of heuristics has proven effective

at the university level (Schoenfeld, 1979), little is known-

aboUt applications at the elementary school level. It has

been recommended by frulik and Rudnick (1980), LeBlanc

(177). Meiring (1980). Polya (1974). and Schoenfeld

(1980). Schaaf (Note 2) developed an instructional program

designed to teach heuristic strategies. Based in large'

part on Schaaf's instructional model, this study
./

investigated the effectiveness of such a heuristic approach

to problem solving instruction.

Dramatic lee and low prices have stimulated many
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professional. groups to call for experimentation with the

use of calculators (Higgins, 1974; NACOME, 1975; NCTM,

1974; NCTM, 1980). Studies of calculator use generaily

have taken the form of having one group of pupils use

calculators for a fixed period of time and another group

study the same material without a calculator followed by

testing for achievement differences. While 'this type of

research is esser.tial and valuable, there is a need to

understand the impact of calculator use on the learning of

specific domains.

With the increased use of calculators in elementary

school mathematics, problem solving of elementary school

_ pupils may be enhanced. Since in problem solving is

often ,necessary ko---p-UTT-orm---di-f-fi-cult and lengthy

computations, the act of switching into the computational

mode may detract from using effective problem solving

'heuristics. Thus, availability of calculators may

facilitate the development of problem solving skills. As

Suydam (1978) states,

The calculator's relationship to problem-solving is a

question of vttal. concern. Although the research in

Suydares'1976 report for the NSF shows conflicting
.

reports about:calculator effects on problem solving,

all of the research. . . had the common element that

the calcula :cr was adiuct to units in problem

solvingit w-s not incorporated into a specific
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probleM 9i:riving' strategy. This appears ,to be the

best hope for meaningf Ammer-of the calculator- -

by incorporating it into a specific strategy

(pp. 10-11).

In solving problems without 4 calculator, two

contrasting modes of thought are usually employed. They
t

are (1) deciding how to solve the problem and (2) ***

r,
\
,..__-

performing the necessary computations. In devising a -plan/

the -individual must synthesize ideal', try several

approaches and in general keep a global perspective. On

the other hand; paper-and-pencil computations necessary to

solve the problem require rule oriented behavior. It is

suggested that the extensive time devoted to computations

may inh*bi t the use of problem solving strategies bat

focusing u Attention-on the mechanics of computation.

In fact, the pupil may see the task as (1) quickly deciding

what to do and 42) computing to "solve the'problem" (Suydam

and Rieoesel, Note 3). However, if 'pupils realize that

computations can be performed quickly and accurately on a

calculator, they may be able to focus on devising a plan

and evaluatinq a derived result. Finally, the calculator

may become a tool for thinking whereby different strategies

are Passible.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to compare the problem
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solving success and strategy use of sixth grade pupils as
influnced by calculator use. The following research

quesriAs were posed:

1. Is a heuristic strategy approach to problem

solving instruction effective with sixth

grade pupils?

'2. After learning to solve problems. with the aid

of a calculator, do elementary school pupils

a. employ a wider range of problem solving

strategies?

b. differ th their strategy choices?

c. require less time in problem solving?

d., solve more problems correctly?

fr 3. Is there a differential effect of problem solving

It

lk

instruction and calculator use on pupils of

varying ability?

In thirteen empirical studies with elementary school pupils

using calculators, nine studies reported achievement

results favoring the calculator group, one f g the/

noncalculator group, and three reported mixed results
(Allen, 1976; Borden, 1977; Campbell, 1976; Hawthorne,

1976; Jones, 1976; Nelson, 1976; Schafer, 1975; Wheatley,

Shumway, Coburn, Rey., Schoen, Wheatley, & White, 1979;
I

White & Shumway, 1977). Where differences were found, they

were on tests of concepts, reasoning, or problem solving.
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I a large scale study (n -1386, fivegites) the impact

of calculator use in elementary school mathematics was

assessed (Wheatley, et. al., 1979; Shumway, White,

Wheatley, Reys, Coburn, & White, 1981). Relevant to the

present study, there were no significant treatment

differences 4n mathematics achievement or attitudes. In

particular, the noncalculator and calculator groups

performed at the same level on the applications section

(word problems) of the Stanford Achievement Test. 'While

the calculatdr group did not score significantly higher, it

must be recognized that the treatment did not emphasize

problem solving. Furthermore, the level of overall

calculator use approximated "first time use" in a school.

With more emphasis 1)n calculator use in problem soLing,'
A

differences might be observed:

Kasnic (1977) reports a study of calculator assisted

problem solving. The sixth grade pupils worked through

problems in two 50 minute sessions and were then posttested

on problem solving. There were no treatment differepaes

attributable to calculator use. He did find that the

calculator assisted the low ability problem solvers to

solve more problems correctly. The study was compounded by

a school effect; each treatment was in a different school.

Kasnic recommends that future studies of this nature have

longer treatment periods.

A study was conducted by Wheatley (1980) using a

la
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design similar to the one used in the present study with

50 sixth grade students. Over an eight week period one

class of sixth grade pupils studied problem solYing without

calculators while another class taught, by the same teacher

studied problem solving with the aid of calculators.
_------7--

Wheatley found that (1) the _--careulator group used

significantly more pr em solving processes, (2) the

calculator group made significantly fewer computational

errors, and (3) there were no differences in problem

solving scores or time for completion of the task. The
*

results suggest that. problem solving is enhanced by

calcukator use.

The think-aloud technique has been used successfully
1

to study problem solving processes (Dalton, 1974; Days,

1977; Hollander, 1973; Kantowski, 1974; Kilpatrick, 1967;

Paige & Simon, 1966; Schwieger, 1975; &Webb, 1975).

Recently, Ericsson and Simon (1980) put forth a strong

rationale for using the think-aloud technique. They ar u

that verbalized data should be considered as valid and

reliable research data. They further posited that the

think-aloud process does not interfere with the subjects'

thinking. However. y do point out that "Some heeded

information may not, be' vocalized when task directed

processes tak6 priority and ipterrupt the verbal, encoding

and production procesees." p. This suggests a low

interference level when using the think-aloud technique.

o

0,
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While, at times, the child may not be aware of the

,, processes being used and thus not-be able to verbalize his

or her reasoning, much can be learned using the think-aloud

technique. i
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Sample

The subjects for this study were 330 sixth grade

pupils drawn from a midweltern city of 50, 000. The people

of the city represent a bread spectrum of socioeconomic

levels. The achievement level of the pupils in the sample

was near the fiftieth percentile on national norms!

Eighteen classes from seven elementary schools and ten

teachers were represented. *The teachers had from one to 37

years of teadhing experience.

Instrumentation

A Problem Solving Test (PST) was constructed to assess

the problem solving performance of pupils. Based on the

work of Wheatley (1980), f've problems were selected. The,

problems were piloted with cam rable subjects prior to the

scheduled interviews. An attempt was made to select
a

problems which could be solved by a variety of strategies.

The five problems used in the interviews are shown in

Appendix A.

All five problems were presented to all subjects ip

the order shown. The criteria for problem selection is

given below.,

1.'The problem can be solved in more than one way.

2. The probiiim requires snores than one step to
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solution.

3. The problem requires arithmetical computations.

4. No simple algorithm is.directly applicable.

5. The problem is challenging but comprehensible

by sixth grade pupils.

The subject interviews using.the PST were conducted by

two two-person teams over a four week period in February

and March of 1981,-.- immediately following the 18 week

treatment phase. The think-aloud-technique was utilized.

One experimenter acted as an observer, recording any

pertinent information while the other experiMenter

presented- the taskE and questiohed the subject. Each

interview session was tape recorded for later analysis. A

coding form developed for the purpose was used to record

strategy use, computational errors, calculator use, And

nine other categories of observed behavior. The Interview

Codng Form is found in Appendix B. The 16 interview

ratings are listed and defined in Appendix C. Immediately

following each interview the experimenters discussed the

coding. Selected sections of the tape recorded protocols

were played as necessa y to agree on the ratings to be

assigned.

The Iowa Problem Solving Pretest and Posttest, Forms

561 and 562 (Schoen and Oehmkep 1980) were administered to

all classes. The pretest was given during the first
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treatment Week 'and the posttest was administered during the

eighteenth treatment week. The pretest results were used

to classify subjects by ability. A Math Attitude, and a

Calculator Attitude Inventory (shown in AppepdixA) Was

given on the same' day as the Problem Solving Tests. These

inventories provided a measure of thp pupils attitude

toward math and calculators. The results of the Problem

Solving pretest provided datit for classification of

subjects by ability.

Design

Initially, the 18 classes were randomly assigned to

the -three treatment groups, "Calculator .Problem Solving

(CPS), Problem Solving (PS), and Control. After school

began, one class was shifted from the PS to the CPS group

to compensate for ability grouping at one schoo1. The

number of subjects in each treatment group was, CPS L50,

PS 75, and Control 105. In September, Just prior to

the treatment phase, the Iowa Problem'Solving Test (Schoen

and Oehmke, 1980) was administered to all subjects. On the

basis of the IPSP data, three problem solving ability

levels were oetermined. The number of subJecti in each

treatment by ability cell is shown in Figure 1.

A decision was made to have 102 pupils (34 from each

treatment group) respond to th* PST. It was felt that 34

-



Atality

Treatment'" Lou Middle High

CPS

PS

Control

41

29 65 56 150

20 36 19 75

35 53 17 105

.

84 154 92 330 I

Figure 1. The number of subjects in each Treatment X
Ability cell.

Ability

High

Middle

CPS

Treatment

PS Control

9 .9 9 27

16 16 16 48

9 9 9

#

27

34 34 34 102

Figure 2. The number of subjects in each Treatment X
Ability cell taking the PST.

12
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in each treatment group was adequate and this was the

maximum that could be.tested with the PST. It was deemed)

important to have balanced representatiqn from the three
A

ability groups. Further, it wis decided to over sample the

middle ability group. These decisions led to the deign

shown in Figure 2.

The PST was administered as a posttest to the 102

selected students., The scores'from the PST were analyzed

using a 3 (Treatment) X 3 (Ab' ity) analaysis of variance.

If the assumption for analysis, of variance were not matt

Wilson non- rams 1i proced6rW was used (Wilson, 1956) to

analyze the data.

The IPST was administered to all .subjects, in the

study. Complete data was available, for 330 subjects. The

data were analyzed using a 3 (Treatment) X 3 (Ability)

analysis of covariance with ,the pretest as a toviriate.

Treatment Materials

The problem solving aterials were assembled and

developed by the research team. The Techniques of Problem ,

Solving, Deck D, containing 200 problems on cards was

available in each of the CPS and PS classrooms (Greenes,

Immerzee1.1, Ockenga, Scoulman,, Spungin, 1980). Teachers

were encouraged to have pupils complete as many csrds as

feasible in the time available. A copy of Keystrokes:

np
hr lj
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Exloring New Topics, was available in each of tie CPS

classrooms (Reys, Bestgen, Coburn, Marcucci, Schoen,

Shumway, Wheatley, Wheatley, & White, 1980). One challenge

problem was, delivered each week on a large poster to

further stiumulate problem solving activity. Additionally,

problems'were selected from other sources. Of particular

value were the cards developed in the Iowa Problem Solving

Project (Immerzeel, Note 1) and the Lane County Mathematics

Project (Schaaf, Note 2). Weekly sets of problems were
0

prepared for each of the 18 treatment weeks. The first two

weeks were devoted to introductory activities. During the

next five weeks, five problem solving strategies were 4

taught, one each- week using materials provided by the

researchers. The five strategies taught were (1) Guess and

Test, (2) Draw a Diagram, (3) Make a List, (4) Simplify,

and (5) Look for ,a Pattern. Later, lesson on Write an

Equation-was taught. Other specific lessons were suggested

to teachers in subsequent weeks. The last half of the

treatment.s_keriod was r.,voted to problem solving without

focus on any specific strategy. Teachers were directed to

encourage strategy use. Discussions of 'the__strategies

followed problem solving sessions.

Calculators mere provided for each child in the CPS

classes. After careful study of the available calculators,

a decision was made to purchase the Sharp EL 211. This



model has

functions,

shut-off.

9 15

an eight-digit LCD'display, the four arithmetic,

,percent, memory, squarie root, and automatic

The calculator worked' quite well in the study.

Failure rate was less than one percent and the batteries

lasted for the duration of the treatment.

Description of the CPS And PS Treatments

1-e' Calculator Problem Solving Group and the Problem

Solving Group experienced similar problem

activities.

solving

The only difference between the two groups was

the use of calculators. The same problem solving materials

were distributed each week to Lhe CPS and PS classes.

Where calculator activity sheets were provided for the CPS

classes, similar activities were provided for the PS

classes. In preparing the PS worksheets, references to

calculators were removed. Every effort was made to provide

the same experiences for both groups except for the use of

'calculators.

In addition to the project materials distributed each

week. all classes studied from their adopted mathematics

textbook (Scott. Foresman Series). Teachers were asked to

plan approximately two days per week for problem solving.

---- -The actual time devoted to problem solving varied from

class to class but most 'teachers did spend the prescribed

time on problem solving. Some teachers spent more than the

c)1/4-:
"wk..)
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two days per week on problem solving.

The classes in the Control Group did not study any of

the problem solving materials. Teachersweri asked to

teach from their text as prescribed by the school

'administration.

Weekly plans were developed fOr classes in the CPS and

RS treatments. These plans included the following topics..

Weeks 1-2 Exploratory activities, introductory problem

solving, and calculator activities (for the CPS

Group)

Week413 Introduction of the Guess-and-Test strategy

Week 4 Introduction of the Draw-a-Diagram strategy

Week 5 Introduction of the Make-a-List strategy

Week 6 , Introduction of the Simplify strategy

Week 7 Introduction of the Look-for-a-Pattern strategy

Weeks 8-9 Mixed Practice on all strategies

Week 10 Introduction of the Write-an-Equation strategy

Weeks 11-18 Mixed practice on all strategies

In teaching the strategies, teachers would present a

problem, discuss it with the class, demonstrate the use of

that particular strategy, and after providing time for

problem solving, have class discussions in which strategy

use was discussed. Each week when a new strategy was

Rol
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introduced, the strategies previously introduced were

reviewed and applied. During the week th.at a particular

strategy was introduced, problems which lent themselves to

the use of that strategy were iftluded in the problems

distributed for usc. Throughout the treatment, pupils were

encourigedto select the strategy(s) they wished to use on

any given probleni. Pupils were encouraged to be

exploratory and use a variety of problem solving

strategies. Since each teacher was ultimately responsible

for the instruction in his/her classroom, there was

variability in the treatment implementation. A copy of the

Flow-Charted Schedule of Activities is shown in Appendix E.

Case Studies

During Septemter, 198, sevenstudents from the CPS

and PS Groups were identified as case study subjects.

Students who appeared to be active and able to communicate

were selected. During the treatment phase each of the case

study subjects was observed weekly by a project staff

member. Information was recorded on the Case Study

Observation Form shown in Appendix F. Only the project

staff (not classroom teachers) were aware that case studies

were being prepared. These seven subje*cts were

automatically included in the subsample selected to take

the PST.

Ir
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Inservice training

Three inservice training sessions;' each one and

one-half hour in length, were conducted for teachers of the

CPS and PS classes. The first session was hield on the

second' day of the-school term. This session presented a

rationale, overview of the study, and explanations Of

problem solving strategies. During this session, CPS and

PS teachers met separately with a project director: A

Teachers Resource Packet was distributed. It contained the

following items.

1. project goals

2. procedures

3. time schedules

4. problem solving guidelines

5. explanations of problem solvihg strategies

6. samplitsmoblems

7. ways of, utilizing calculators

8. teacher log forms

9. student and teacher record sheets.

ClassroomCobservations

The classes in the CPS and PS groups were visited at

least once a week by a project staff member. During the

visits, the staff member observed students, talked with the

31
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teacher if time permitted, intracted with students, and

delivered materials for the following week (selected

problems and one challenge problem).

The observations provided the opportunity to determine I

the level and nature of treatment implementation, observe

case study subjects, gain valuable impressions about the

problem solving process and help the. teacher implement the

treatment as designed.
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RESULTS

The Problem Solving Test

The scoresOpf the 102 subjects selected to take the

PST were analyzed using a 3 X 3 (Treatment by Ability)

analysis of variance when the statistical assumptions were

met and by a Wilson's nonparametric analysis of variance

otherwise. The assumptions were not met for the variables

Looking Back, Computational Error, Time, Calculator

Frequency, and Calculator Use. In order to compare the

performance of the'CPS and PS groups, planned comparisons

were used. In a similar manner, planned comparisons were

used to compa7e the average score of the CPS and PS groups

to the Control group. The cell and margin means- with

standard deviations are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Strategy Use. The two main effects were significant

and there was. no interaction. As shown in Table 3, the

treatment effect was highly significant with an F value of

44.1. The CPS and the PS group means were each

significantly greater than the Control group means while

the CPS and PS difference was not significant. The ability

group means' paralleled the corresponding means on the IPSP

Test. The differences were significant but less dramatic

than the treatment means.

3



Table 1

Variable CPS

Treatment X Ability Means and Standard Deviations
for PST Variables

Ability

Nigh Middle

PS Control CPS PS Control

LoW

CPS PS Control

Strategy Use -12.71 13.00 4.67 10.13 11.19 3.44 7.89 8.78 3.22
(4.63)41 (4.21) (2.60) (2.90) (3.39) (2.80) (3.33) (5.36) (2.64)

Success 22.44 18.00 8.00 14.63 12.63 3.00 8.78 10.78 3.11
(7.89) (9.15) (3.59) (1.12) (6.28) (4.44) (6.40) (9.24) (3.18)

Estimation 3.33 3.78 1.00 2.63 2.63 1.44 2.67 2.44 1.11
(2.06) (1.45) (1.32) (2.06) (1.59) (1.21) (2.12) (2.13) (1.05)

Representation 7.22 7.11 3.44 5.50 6.25 3.56 4.00 5.78 3.22
(1.56) (1.45) (1.42) (2.48) (1.48) (2.22) (1.00) 40 (2.05) (1.72)

Conditions 3.67 2.78 1.78 2.81 2.25 1.00 1.89 2.22-
el

0.78
(1.23) (0.97) (1.09) (1.28) (0.86) (0.73) (0.93) 1.30) , (0.67)

Organisation 4 78 3.44 1.67 2.94 3.t4 1.19 2.44 1 78 1.11
(2.22) (2.30) (1.41) (2.24) (2.31) (1.28) (1.33) .30) (1.69)

Pls. 8.00 7.44 3.89 5.69 6.50 4.50 4.33 6.00 5.11
(1.58) (1.01) (1.90) (2.41) (1.03) (1.90) (1.94) (1.87) (0.93)

Looking Seek 4.00 3.22 0.78 3.00 2.56 1.06 3. "03.00 0.44
(2.35) (2.86) (0.97) (2.00) (1.90) (1.34) (1.86) (2.29) (0.73)

Confidence 7.67 7.78 4.00 6.31 6.88 4.38 5.11 5.67 5.11
(2.06) (1.39) (2.18) (1.58) (1.59) (2.34) (1.69) (2.29) (1.76)

Persistence 7.11 7.56 5.54 6.81 6.94 4.31 6.56 5.89 4.00
(2.15) (1.81) (1.51) (1.56) (2.21) (2.15) (1.42) (2.03) (2.60)

Computational Srror 4.56 2.54 0.44 1.50 2.44 1.69 2.4 4.44 2.33
(1.13) (1.42) (0.73) (2.42) (2.37) (2.58) (3.25) (4.28) (3.57)

Correct Solution 9.67 7:33 3.22 5.94 5.13 1.25 3.44 3.44 0.89
(3.39) (5.07) (2.33) (3.64) (3.81) (2.05) (2.51) (4.39) (1.45)

Correct Method 12.00 10.67 4.09 8.06 7.50 1.75 5.33 6.67 / 2.22

,,
(4.00) (4.47) (3.48) (3.87) (2.1S) (2.52) (4.00) (4.00) (2.11)

Time 32.78 31.89 26.22 29.63 40.56 17.75 27.44 41.33 15.44
(15.33) (12.17) (8.60) (7.28) (16,41) (3.16) (8.46) (19.71) (5.46)

Calculator 10.67 2.44 4.22 9.19 1.81 2.25 4.11 3.67 0.33
frequency (3.27) (5.00) (4.92) (4.68) (2.71) (3.13) (4.29) (4.03) (1.00)

geolity elf 7.00 2.00 2.33 6.00 1.50 1.69 2.89 2.56 0.33
Calculator Use (3.24) (4.00) (2.69) (2.73) (2.31) (2.52) (2.71) (2.65) (1.00)

Onto. The number of subjects in each treatment group was 34.

'Standard deviations in parentheses. r)



Variable

Strategy

Success

Estimation

Representation

Used all
Conditions

Organization

lan

Looking Back

Confidewle

Persistence

Computational
Error

Correct Solution

Correct Method

Time

Calculator
Frequency

Calculator Use

^See Table 1.
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Table 2

Treatment Means on PST Variables

CPS (34)a

Treatment

PS (34) Control (34) Total (102)

10.2 (3.9)1) 11.0 (4.4) 3.7 (2.7) 8.3 (4.9)

15.1 (8.9) 13.6 (8.2) 4.4 (4.9) 11.0 (8.8)

2.8 (2.0) 2.9 (1.7) 1.2 (1.2) 2.3 (1.8)

5.6 (2.2) 6.4 (1.7) 3.4 (1.9) 5.1 (2.3)

2.8 (1.3) 2.4 (1.0) 1".1 (0.9) 2.1 (1.35

3.3 (2.2) 3.0 (2.2) 1.3 (1.4) 2.5 (2.1)

5.9 (2.5) 6.6 (1.4) 4.5 (1.7) 5.7 (L.1)

3.3 (2.4) 2.9 (2.2) 0.8 (1.1) 2.3 (2.2)

6.3 (1.9) 6.8 (1.9) 4.5 (2.1) 5.9 (2.2)

6.8 (1.7) 6.8 (2.1) 4.6 (2.2) 6.1 (2.2)

1.5 (2.5) 3.0 (2.9) 1.5 (2.6) 2.0 (2.7)

6.3 (4.5) 5.3 (4.4) 1.7 (2.2), 4.4 (4.3)

8.4 (4.6) 8.1 (3.9) 12.7 (2.9) 6.4 (4.6)

29.9 (10.1) 38.5 (16.4) 19.4 (7.5) 29.3 (14.2)

8.2 (5.3) 2.5 (3.8) 2.3 (3.6) 4.6 (5.4)

5.4 (3.2) 1.9 (2.9) = 1.5 (2.3) 3,0 (3.3)

b
Standard deviations in parentheses.
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Strategy Use

Source df MS F

Treatment
Ability
A X T
Error

23

(T)

(A)
2
2
4

93

549.088
83.810
8.212

12.448

44.110
6.733
.660

***
**

** p< .04
*** p< .0i1

12

8

4

0

.

Control PS CPS

Figure 3. Ability by Treatment Interaction for

Frequency of Strategy Use.

'111..)
0

LIMA

-0- Sigh
-- Middle
--er- Low

Ability
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Table 4

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Success

Sourds df MS F

Treatment (T) 2 1154.775 24.884 ***
Ability (A) 2 538.110 11.596 ***
A X T 4 49_017 ., 1.058
Error 93 46.406

*** p< .001

Control PS CPS

Loaend

High

49- Middle

-11k- Low

Ability

Figure 4. Ability by Treatment Int action°iorSucdesa.

,

et,
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Success. The two main effects were significant and

there wail no interaction. As shown in 'Table 4, the

Treatment effect was highly significant with an F value of

24.9. The CPS and the PS group means were each

significantly greater than the Control group mean while the

CPS -PS difference was not significant. The Ability effect

was significant with higher ability groups havirg higher

means. Tho within treatment ability differences were

somewhat greater for the CPS group than the PS or Control

groups. This observation is important because the same

pattern was noted on other variables.
ti

JEstimation. As can be seen in Table 5, only the

Treatment main effect was significant (F 10.5). The CPS

and PS group means were each significantly greater than the

Control group mean, while there was no difference in the

means of the CPS and the PS groups. Thwhigh ability PS

group had a higher mean than the CPS group in an absolute
$

rather than a statistical sense. It may be' that high

ability students learn to estimate better without a

calculator.

Representation. The twa main effects were/Significant

and there was no interaction (see Table 6). treatment

effeitwas highly significant with an F value of 22.6. The

CPS and the PS group means were each significantly greater

than the Control group mean while the CPS-PS difference was

4



Table 5

Analysis o4 Variance on the PST Variable
Estimation,

Source cif MS F

Treatment CT) 2 ...) 29.686 10.454 ***
Ability (A) 2 3.000 1.056
AX B 4 2.121 .747
Error 93 2.840

*** p<

4

'o
F. $

Control. PS CPS

figure 3. Ability by Treatment Interaction
for-Setimation.

26
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Table 6

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Representation

Source df MS

Treatment (T)" 2 77.029 22.619 ***
Ability (A) A.

-, 17.129 5.03 *$
OA X T 4 5.389- 1.582
Error 93 .3.406

0

O
I

s
g

** p< .01
*** p< .001

Control

Figure 6. Ability by Treatment Interaction

for Representation. _

401

&Este

-e- Rich

)(Wu
Low

Ability

4
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\
-

not significant. The Ability effect was significant

(pC.01) with higher ability groups having higher means.
%

,Figures 6 shows one interesting pattern. The low ability

CPS group mean was lower than the low ability PS group

mean. This will be discussed in the next chapter.

$

Used all Conditions. The two main effects were

significant and there was no interaction (see Table 7).

The Treatment effect was highly significant with an F alue

of 24.1. The CPS and the PS group means were each

significantly greater than the C7ntrol g.4.3up mean while the

CPS-PS difference was not significant. At shown in Figure

7, higher Ipility groups had higher means.
i

Organization. The two main effects were significant

and there was no interaction (see Table 8).. The Treatment

effect Was highly significant with an F value of 11.2. The

CPS and the PS group means were each significantly greater

than the Control group mean while the CPS-PS difference was

not significant. The ability differences were relatively

small in the directions one would expect.

Plan. There was a significant interaction -6T

Treatment and Ability (se.. Table 9). This interaction

resulted from a reverse ordering of the means for the

ability groups in the Control group (see Figure 9). The

pattern of means for the PS and CPS groups was similar to

that for the previous variables. The Treatment main effect

4
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Table 7

Analysis bf Variance on the PST Variable
Conditions

Source df MS

Treatment
Ability
A X T
Error

(1)

(A)

.n4
2 -,

4
93

24.980
8.677
9.88
1.038

24.062
8.358
.952

***
**

** p< .01
*** p< .001

4

3

2

1

0

1

Control PS CPS

Figure 7. Ability by Treatment Interaction
for Conditions.

".?

Le*end

,e, High

-1E1.- Middle

6 Low
Ability

A

a
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Table B

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Organization

Source cif MS

.

Treatment (T) 2 39 647 11.250 **
Ability (A) -,

4. 15.568 4.417 *

A X-T 4 4.306 1.222
Error 93 5.524

1111111.

* p< .05
** p .01

0
40

2

0

Control PS

Figure 8.. Ability by Treatment Interaction

for Organization

el3

CPS

Legend

High

$ Middle
6- Low

Ability
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Table 9

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Plan

Source df MS F

treatment (T) 2 39.775 13.237 ***
Ability (A) 2 12.037 4.006 *
A X T 4 13.725 4.568 **
Error 93 3.005

* p<.05
** p< .01
*** p< .001

8

6

2

0

e

Control PS CPS

Figure 9. Ability by Treatment Interaction
for Plan.

44
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F was 13.2 with tfte CPS and PS group means higher than the

Control group mean.

Looking Back. The Wilson ANOVA showed a pronounced

Treatment effect (see Table 10). Figure 10 shows that the

CPS and PS group means were much greater than the Control

group mean. There were no Ability effects.

Confidence. There was a significant Treatment main

effect (see Table 11). The CPS and PS group means were

significantly greater than the Control group mean while the

CPS and PS did not differ. Althougiyye Ability main

effect 'was not significsintm the predicted ability

differences were observed in the PS and CPS groups but in

the Control group they were neutralized by a reverse

ordering of the ability means (see Figur/. t1).

Persistence. There wm a significant Treatment main

effect (see Table 12). The CPS and PS group means were

each significantly greater than the Control group mean

while the CPS and PS means.did not differ. There were no

Ability or interaction effects.

Computational Error. Because the Computational Error

scores were not normally distributed, parametric ANOVA

procedures could not be used. Wilson's ANOVA procedures

showed a significant Treatment effect but no Ability or

interaction effects (see Table 13). The PS group made
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Table 10

Wilson's Two-Way Analysis of Variance on
the PST Variable Looking Back

33

Source XI

Treatment
Ability
A X T
Total

(T)

(A)
2
2
4
8

24.267
,.,180
2.639

27.087

*** 0

*** p< .001

0
3

0

0
as

2
A

3
1

0

Control

Figure 10. Ability by Treatment Interaction
for Looking Back.

CPS

ktge_d
High

Middle

-6- Low
Ability
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I.

Table 11

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Confidence

Source df MS

Treatment (T) 2 51.775 14.405 ***
Ability (A) n 2 9.497 2.642
A X T 4 9.132 2.541
Error 93 3.594

* ** p< .001

Control PS CPS

Fisure 11. Ability by Treatment Interaction

for Confidence.

6.9At

Leased

-9- RISII
-a- Middle

Low

Ability
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Table 12

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Persistence

Source df MB

Treatment (T) 2 58.127 14.800 ***
Ability (A) 2 10.807 2.752
A X T 4 1.348 .343
Error 93 3.927

*** p< .001

Control PS

Figure 12. Ability by Treatment Interaction
for Persistence.

S

CPS

Lesend

Rig'

-13.- Middle

nfi Low

Ability



Table 13

Wilson's Two-Way Analysis of Variance on
the PST Variable Computational Errors.

36

Source df X
L

Treatment (T) 2 12.584 **
Ability (A) 2 2.783
A X T 4 3.744
Total 8 19.111

Control PS CPS

Figure 13. Ability by Treatment Interaction for
the Number of Computational Errors.

Leeend

_a_ High

Middle

"el Low

Ability
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Table 14

Analysis of Variance on the PST Variable
Correct Solution

Source df_, MS

Treatment
Ability
A X T
Error

(T)

(A)

4 2
2
4
93

197.922
120.168
8.941
12.716

15.565
9.450
.703

***
***

*** p< .001

es

0

8

0

Contnol

Figure 14. Ability by Treatment Interaction for

Correct Solution.

PS CPS

50

Legend

_e_ High

$ Middle
-LS- Low

Ability



Table 15

Analysis of Variance 'n the PST Variable
Correct ethod

Source df

3e

MS

Treatment (T) 2 348.951 28.90 ***.Ability (A) 2 151.391 12.567 ***A X T 4 10.864 .902
Error 93 12.047

*** p< .001

Control PS CPS

Figure 15. Ability by Treatment Interaction for
Correct Method.

Leased

-e- High

.49- Middle

Lao

Ability
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Table 16

Wilson's Two-Way Analysis of Variance on
the PST Variable Time

39

Source df X

Treatment CI) 2 24.284 *U
Ability (A) 2 2.642
A X T 4 10.322
Total e 37.248

*** p< .001

Control PS

Figure 16. Ability by Traatsant Interaction for
the Total Time in Minutes. \

CPS

5?

Leland

_el_ High

49- Middle

76- Low

Ability'
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significantly more errors than either the CPS or Control

group., In both_the'-Control and CPS groups the Ability
- -

group differences were large in the predicted directions

(See Figure 13). The number of computational errors of the

PS, CPS, and Control groups were respectively, 3.0, 1.5;

and 1.5.

Correct Solution. The Success score was the sum of

the Correct Solution and the Correct Method scores. As can

be seen from ures 14 and 15, the results for both

Correct Solution and Correct Method were quiti similar and

paralleled the results for Success.

Time. The Time variable was examined using WilsoM's

ANOVA. There was a significant interaction effect (see

Table 16 andicFigure 16) resulting from a disordinal

performance of the high ability PS group. There was little

difference between the means of the high ability groups

across treatment. The results for the low and Middle

ability groups were nearly identical within treatment,

while the PS subjects took longer than either the CPS.or

Control subjects.

Calculator Frequency. Wilson's ANOVA revealed a

Treatment by Ability interaction -see Table 17). As can be

seen in Filer*, 17, this interaction resulted from the

disordinal performance of the ability Groups in the PS

treatment. In both thai Control and CPS groups, the higher

53
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Table 17

Wilson's Two-WaY Analysis of Variance on
the PST Variable Calculator Frequency

80ur:ce df XZ

\\Treatment (T) 2 17.949 ***
ility (A) 2 .391

A T 4 8.165
Tot 1 9 26.505\

*** -4) .001

Figure 17. Ability by Treatment Interaction for
Calculator Frequeoci.

Control PS CPS

or

41
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Table 18

Wilson's Two-Way Analysis of Variance on
e PST Variable Quality of Calculator Use

Source df XL

Treatment (T) 19.419 ***
Ability (A) 2 .290
A X T 4 6.961
Total 8 26.670

* * * Per..001

0
0

Control PS CPS

Figure 18. Ability by Treatment Interaction for
Quality of Calculator Use.

tat"
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Legend
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Table 19

17/

Intercorrelations of 16 Intervie Ratings (n-102)

Variable

2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1. Strategy .79 .57 .74 .75 .67 .65 .67 -.60 *.61 -.04 .71 .80 .52 .37 .42

2. Success .55 .74 .85 .58 .69 .70 .55 .66 -.22 .96 .96 .37 .48 .51

3. Estimation .65 .43 .33 .56 . 1 .57 .40 -.11 .54 .55 .17 .30 .36

4. Representation .60 .54 .84 .66 .59 .64 -.06 ..9 .74 .39 .25 .30.

5. Used all Conditions .49 .52 .57 .38 .60 -.12 .75 .84 .44 .47 .52

6. Organization .53 .48 .41 .39 -.06 .55 .60 .24 .25 .22

7. Plan .58 .60 .48 -.06 .63 .68 .19 .20 .22

8. Looking Back .46 .58 -.06 .70 .66 .47 .35 .36

9. Confidence .42 -.66 .53 .52 .15 .29 .35

10. Persistence .06 .62 .64 .50 .28 ''.32

11. Computational Error -.31 -.13 .27 -.32 -.31

12. Correct Solution .87 .30 .49 .50

13. Correct Method .41 .43 .46

14. Time .14 .16

15. Calculator Frequency .90

16. Calculator Use
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the ability, the more often the calculator was used.

However, in the PS group, the low ability subjects used the

calculator most frequently It is interesting to note that

while low ability Control subjects made almost no use of

the calculator, the law ability PS group made more use of

the calculator than either the middle or even the high

ability group. Yet the low ability CPS group made

relatively little use of the calculator compared to the

other CPS ability groups. The Treatment effect was quite
0

pronounced with CPS subjects using calculators much more

frequently than either of the other two treatment groups

(8.9 vs. '''' 64.. and 2.3). Figure 17 shows that there were

large mean differences between the ability groups within

the CPS group with frequency of um, parallelling ability.

This will be discussed at length in the next chapter.

Quality of Calculator Use. The results for this

variable are quite similar to frequency of use (see Table

18 and Figure 18). Evidently these two variables were

measuring the same subject characteristics.

Interrelationship of variables on the PST .

An examination of the intercorrelation matrix of the

16 PST variables showed that most variables were highly

correlated (see Table 19). A factor analysis of the 16 PST

variables was performed using a varimax rotation. The

results are shown in Table 20. Three factors resulted. It
tl

5 3
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is clear that the/variables loading on factor on Success,

Conditions, Representation. Estimation, Looking Back,

Organization, Concfidence, Persistence, and Plan are

measuring the same general attribute. Factor One could be

called a problem solving performance factor. Table 19

shows that these variables were indeed highly correlated.

Factor Two could be called a time factor. Note that

perilletence tends to load on this factor; not an unexpected

result. The third factor represents a calculator effect

factor. Calculator Frequency ,and Calculator Use do not

load on either of the other two factors.

Table 21 shows regress-ion analyses using Success as

the dependent variable and the other 13 variables as

independent variables (Correct Solution and Correct Method

were omitted because they are components of Success). All

possible subsets were considered in the analysis (McCabe,

1978). The best single predictor of Success was

Conditions, accounting for 56% of the variance. The best

combination of five predictors were Conditions,

Representation. Looking Back, Confidence, and

Computational Error which together accounted for 86% of the

variance.

Number of strategies used

In an attempt- to understand the nature of strategy

use several analyse; of strategy use were performed. The

5 3



Table 20

factor Analysis of 16 PST Variables
After Varimax Rotation

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
1

Strategy .79 .24 .34

Success .85 .39 .18

Estimation .65 .19 -.02

Representation .88 .06 .16

Used all Conditions .65 .41 .33

Organization .62 .11 ,.13

Plan .86 -.01 -.04

Looking Back .70 .21 .27

Confidence .65 .15 -.03

Persistence .60 .17 .42

Computational Error -.11 -.37- .36

Correct Solueion .80 .40 .10

Correct Method .83 .32 .24

Time .25 .06 .84

Calculator Freq. .19 .93 .06

Calculator Use .23 .92 .05

CO
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Table 21

Regressions Analyses of Interview Ratings
- with Success as the Dependent Variable

Variables in Regression

One at a Time

Conditions .73
Strategies .62
Representation ,55
Looking Back .50
Plan
Persistence .43
Organization .34
Confidence .31
Estimation .31
.Calculator Use .26
Calculator Frequency .24
Time .14
Computational Error .05

Five at a Time

Conditions
Representations
Looking Back
Confidence
Computational Error

.86

1



Table 22

Average Number of Different Strategies Used
per Subject on All Problems

CPS
Treatment Group

PS Control

Mean 3.47 3.56 1.76

1.02 1.28 1.22

Table 23

Number of .Subjects Using
Each Strategy on
Problem One

0
Treatment Group

Strategy CPS PS C Total

-Guest and Test 20 23 3 46

Draw a Diagram 0 1 0 1

Make a List 1 1 .0 2

Simplify 0 0 0 0

Look for a Pattern 2 4 0 6

Write an Equation 0 1 0 1

Others 1 1 0 2

Total 24 31 3 58

Note. The number of subjects in each
treatment group was 34.



Table 24

Number of Subjects Using
Each Strategy on
Problem Two

I
Treatment Group

Strategy CPS PS C Total

Guess and Test 5 2 1

Draw a Diagram 0 1

Make a List 24 22 10 56

Simplify 0 0 0 0

Look for a Pattern 31 29 20 80

Write an Equation 0 0 0 0

Others 4 4 0 8

Total 65 57 31 153

Note. The number of subjects
treatment group was 34.

in each

C 3



Table 25

Number of Subjects Using
Each Strategy on
Problem Three

Treatment Group
TotalStrategy CPS PS .,,,

O.
Guess and Test 20 16 5 . 41

Draw a Diagram o 0' 0 0

Make a List 1 1 1
.

,

Simplify 0 1 0

_3'

1

Look for a Pattern 2 0 1 3

Write an Equation
,

0 0 0 o

Others 3 10 3 .16

Total 26 28 . 10 64

Nate. The number of subjects in each
treatment group was 34.

150

.

1
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Table 26

Number of Subjects Using
Each Strategy on

Problem Four

Treatment Group
Strategy CPS PS C Total

Guess and Test 2 0 0 2;

Draw a Diagram 12 12 -_` 4 28

Make a List 0 1 1

Simplify 0 1 0 1

Look for s Pattern 0 0 0 0

Write an Equation 0 0 0 0

Others 5 3 0 8

Total 19 17 4 40

Note. The number of subjects in each
. treatment group was 34.

51



Table 27

Number of Subjects Using
Each Strategy on

Problem Five

-

Strategy

Guess and Test

Draw a Diagram

Make a List

Simplify

Look for a Pattern

Write an Equation

Others

1,..i

Total

Treatmeht Group

...

JotalCPS Ot PS C

29 31 20- 80

1 2 A. 0 3

16 21 2 39

0 0 0 0

4 6 0 10

0 0 0 0

6 2 .... 1 9

56 62 23 - 141

Note. The number of subjects in each
treatment group was 34.

Cfi
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mean number of different strategies usedby each subject on

the five problems ref the PST was computed for each

treatment group. Results are shown in Table 22. The CPS

and PS group's used a greater variety of strategies than the

Control group while there was no difference between t e CPS

and PS groups. The CPS and PS groups averaged more than

three different strategies used on the PST while the

Control group averaged

Mess
t two strateg*es.

TablOs 23-27 show the number of subjects using each

strategy on each problem. It can be observed that-the CPS

and PS groups consistently used more strategies than the

Control group irrespective of the particular problem..

Results on the Iowa Problem Solving Project Test

The analysis of .covariance on the IPSP posttest scores

with IPSP pretest as a covariate resulted 'in a Treatment F

value of 4.61, 4,ignifitant at the .01 level (eve Table 219).

The IPSP posttest means were 20.4, 19.3, and 17.7 for the

CPS, PS, and Control groups respectively. 'Using

Newman-Keul's post hoc analysis on difference of means. it

was found that the CPS mean was greater than the Control

group mean but all other differences were nonsignificant.

However, the PS-Control comparison approached significance

at the .05 level. The analysis for the 102 subjects taking

the PST is shown in Table 29. Thus, not only did the

Success score on the PST show treatment differences but the

C7
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Table 28

Analysis 0+ Covariance of IPSP Posttest Scores for the
Total Sample with Pretest Scores as a Covariate.

Source df MS

Treatniont (T) 2 114.734 9.385 ***
Ability (A) 2 .6 2.166 .177
A K T 4 17.165. 1.404
Erroe 320 12.225

11** p< .001

Table 29

Analysis of Covariance on, IPSP Posttest Scores for the
Interviewed Subjects with Pretest Scores ai'a Covariate

Source df MS F

Treatment (T) 61.56 4.61 **
Ability (A) ^ 12.98 .97
A X T 4 3.13 .23
Error 13.36

*# p< .01

".;
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IPSP results substantiate this finding. Taken together the

two rewults provide strong support for the statement that

7the problem solving treatment was effective 'in roving

problem solving performance.

P0r)t.,

1r
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Case Studies

Case Study Identification and Data Collection

The case study subjects were identified during the

first three weeks of school. In order to obtain information

about students for case study identification, students in

groups of five to seven, were interviewed informally about

summer vacation, hobbies, interests, and school. Students

were also observed in mathematics class during regular

visits. Specific notes were made about the responsiveness

and participation of each child. Based on the interviews'

and observations, seven students were identified as case

study subjects. Criteria for case study selection were:

1. Only students in the PS or CPS treatment group

were considered.

2. Both boys and girls were represented.

3. The case study subjects were able to

communicate orally to teachers, observers,

and other students.

4. Each of the ,high, middle, and low ability

groups were represented.

It Only. the investigating team knew of the selection of

case study subjects. Teachers, parents, or students were

not informed of this aspect of the proJect until May, 1991.

The case study subjects were observed each week during

the treatment phase of the project. An observation form was
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developed for use during these observations. Every effort

was made'to observe closel and to talk with the case study

subjects in a group or i ividually during each visit.

The teachers were asked to keep a semester log of

obiervations and comm t . Information in the teachers' log
. ,

related to case tudy subjects was combined with the

observational data recorded by the investigating team in

prepar.ing the case study reports. .

At the rend of the
; treatment phase of the project, each

case study subject was interviewed to obtain responsei to

specific questions. A list of questions for interAviews with

case study subjects, parents, and teachers was written and

compiled for use at the end of the observation period.

These`questions were the basis for discussion, yet the

questions were not posed in a fixed order. A member of the

investigating team conducted an interview with the subject,

the present teacher, the former teacher, and one parent.

Direct quotes were recorded during the interview.

The case study subjects were included in the sample of

subjects to tale the PST. Sample work was also collected

where possible.

Each case study subject folder included:

1. Completed observational forms

2. Pretest and posttest data

3. Attitude data

i4
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4. Anecdotal data

5. Subject interview question responses

6. Parent/teacher interview responses

The above data constituted the information for this phase of

the final report; Figure 19 summarizes the case study
Li

identification and data collecting process.

Description of the case study subjects

Paula is a typical sixth grade girl who has a strong

drive to be popular with her peers. She is pleasant, kind,

and most cooperative. She is a high average achiever who

receives good grades yet does not score as well on

achievement tests. She has always been rated superior by

her teachers on school tasks and daily assignments. She

excels in carrying-out tasks by following explicit

directions. Paula's parents are both active in community

affairs, and her social posture in school reflects her

parents' social concerns. She strives for peer approval.

Often it was difficult to observe Paula because she was

hesitant to share her work. She did not want to make

mistakes or to be seen using a "wrong" method.

Bob is a below average student who has strong family

support. He is a typical boy with interest in baseball,

* The names of the case study subjects have been changed

to protect their anonymity.
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basketball, and campindy... He could be classified as a

plodder; as one who works dilligent4.4. Reading and math

have presented him problems throughout, his school years.

Although he is a cloperative student and tries to please-, he

is not enthusiastic about school work.

Bill is a quiet, sensitive boy who achieves low average

results. He is serious about school and tries to please his

teachers and parents. Bill has, reacted negatively to a

younger sibling who receive* much attention due to a medical

problem. B11 blossoms with success and support. Because of

his sensitivity and passivity, he is not well accepted by

his peers. Without peer acceptance, he chooses to play-with

younger children or girls. He is known to be a follower or

a loner in school. Bill provided us with some insightful

data throughout the study.

Tom is a bright-eyed, active, alert boy who responds to

a challenge; the bigger the task, the harder he works and

achieves. He has presented his teachers and parents
1

problems in previous years due to his poiir achievement and

work habits. Tom is classified as an under-achiever. He

has not become responsible for his own learning and thus is

unable to direct his efforts toward positive results. He

has a stable family structure providing him much support.

Tom provided us much insight into how a bright student copes

and survives in school.
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Harry is a slaw student who has a history of poor

school achievement and poor study habits. In previous yeitrs

----h---G-ooposi-t-e---r-entirtgsorrrarrciriel-ichievement tests range

between the 10-20 percentiles. (Current year 17th

percentile.) He also has had family problems which cause

him much cliff ulty; problems like re- adjustment to a new

father, step b others, and step Misters. Very. little,

intermit and genuine concern for him is exhibited by his

f ily. Marry is labeled a trouble-maker in school and has

reg (red much teacher attention. Because of his attention

getting behavior, his presence in the classroom is usually

noted. In order to keep him on task, Harry was often

isolated from the class. He has energy which needs to be

directed. His sixth grade performance, school attitude, and

self-concept changed during the year.

Sue is an alert, attractive, and mature girl who might

be classified as gifted or talented, yet she has a poor

achievement record in mathematics. Math has presented many

problems for her and she was able to vocalize much insight

to her response to math instruction in school. Sue is an

avid reader, an artist, a musician, a poet, and a world

traveler. She has many friends and relates well to persons

of all ages. Her parents are both professionals who treat

her very adult-like and insist on her being independent.

A



Sam is a high average student who achieves average

results in school. He is known to be an inconsistent

. worker; yet at times he is insightful, organized, and

-MeWforms very --win- when motivated. His

attention span and performance record are directly related

to his motivational level; he "turns on" or "tunes out"

depending on his interest in the task. Sam relates well to

his family. They are frusileated with his inconsistent
44

school record. Many times Sam is placed in a "do-or-else"

situation before he tackles a task. He is a natural leader

provi ing the direction and support for others. He finds

difficult tasks challenging and rewarding.

Response to Problem Solving

Students. Generally speaking, the case study subjects

were initially cautious and hesitant in approaching problem

solving. As they learned strategies to use in problem

solving, however, their attitudes changed. Sam and Tom

seemed to respond most positively to problem solving. They

were very successful and became quite confident with problem

solving experience. On the other hand, Paul and Sue seemed

much more comfortable with the standard textbook approach to

mathematics. Even though not a strong student generally,

Harry slowly came alive to mathematics as he learned problem

solving strategies.

Bob and Bill did not seem to respond as.favorably to

problem solving. It is interesting to note that none of the
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three students in the PS Groups responded I

e nthusiastically. While calculator use was a likely

in444.tenvel -the teacher wirisb'llr thou-1-d- not be ignored-. The

teachers of Tom, Harry, Paula, and Sam were enthusiastic and

e ffective. Listed below are the student comments.

"I like problem solving."

"I can solve problems."

"I feel good when I solve problems."

"Problem solving makes you think."

"The problems- were interesting and

challenging.'"

"I share my problem solving problems with

Mom and Dad."

"I like to talk about the problems."

"The problems were fun; it was neat trying

to figure out those hard problems."

"I like problem solving. I like to think harder.

I liked both easy and hard problems."

"I worked !larder last semester than I ever did

before in school, because it was fun."

"Everybody in class learned during problem

solving time. Nobody learned when we did

book work."

"Problem solving makes math real."

"For the 4irst time I remember what I learned
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earlier. I never will forget the problem

solving."

"I love problem solving. It was challenging.

I've learned a lot."

"My grades went up during problem solving."

"There would have been no order in our math

class this year without the problem solving.

We wanted to get the problems done so we worked."

"Math has not been my favorite suject prior to

sixth grade because I couldn't remember when tc,

do what. I was forced to decide when to

add/subtract or etc. all by myself this year.

Last year I depended on my teacher to tell me

what to do."
....

Teachers. The teacher's response to problem solving

was quite varied. Of the ten teachers involved, six were

openly enthusiastic about the problem solving approach. The

others were supportive but seemed more comfortable with the

textbook approach to mathematics instruction. Two teachers

in particular became strong advocates of teaching problem

solving. All teachers were very cooperative. Teacher

comments aabout teaching problem solving are given below.

"My kids like the problem sheets."

"First time I've had no discipline problems. They

get so involved that they don't have time to get
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in trouble."

The problem solving homework is always done. If

there is any work riot completed, it definitely is

not thi math problem solving."

"I teach a concept when I need it to solve a problem."

"Students have to read critically to do a problem. It

helps their reading comprehension."

"We now use the problem solving strategies a Tot in

science and social studies."

"The TOPS cards are really great. All th4 kids like

them."

.

"I hope we continue with problem solving instruction.

I still have lots te, learn about it."

"I'm going to keep my materials share them, but

I won't give them away."

Parents. The parents of the case study subjects were
4

interviewed to obtain their perspective of the project and

its impact on their child. The parent response was

unanimously positivi. As a result of the problem solving

experience the parents saw their child as more confident,

more motivated,, more inquisitive. and more willing to talk

about school work. These attitudes were shared by all

parents interviewed. Lt is as though previously children

had viewed school as a chore, an undesirable task that had

to be done in contrast to seeing problem solving as
-
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challenging, worthwhile, and fun. The parents were very

.pleased with these observed changes -in their child. The

following comments characterize the parents' feelings about

problem solving.

"So happy to see my child respond to learning.

What a change."

"His school work haz, improved in all areas."

"He is asking questions ,again. It seems he

has found a need for learning."

"He's less dependent on us at home. He does

his math homework first.,"

"She's become aware that math is real and is

useful."

"She has shared her work with us. Thi's is a

real first. She asks us about different problems.

Many problems we can't do, yet she is able to

explain what and how to approach the problems.

Wished we had had problems like this when we

were in school."

"My son has 'Worked hard this year - more than

ever. I think it was because he knew that he

must 'dig' to solve these problems. He really

wanted to do well."

"My son is so proud of his math grades this year.

I'm very proud that he feels this way."
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"I'd like to have my child continue with

calculators in school. If one.year can make this

big a change in my child, I'm anxious to have

more of the same instruction."

"Guess I'd have to say, I was against my child

using a calculator in September. In January

I'm saying the opposite. The entirl project has

been good and 'helpful for my child."

"So happy to see my on interested in school.

This has been his best year in school. Math has

always been his poorest subject. This year he

has gotten A's and B's and reams to understand

it. I want to thank you both very much for

helping turn him on to math."

"My child hal demanded less help ttlis year.

He says he can do*it himself."

"My child has shown more interest in learning

this year - what a welsomed change."

"I hope problem solving teaching continues in

school. My child is much more confident about,

his abilities."

"The dinner table has been the center of much

problem solving discussion in our house.'k

When questioned about their child's'participation in

the project, the parents unanimously expressed approVal and

Cl')
1/41
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volunteered favorable comments.

Response to Problem Solving Materials

Students. There were marked diff-rences in pupil

response to textbook use and problem solving materials.

Case study students pointedly contrasted the two:

"ProWem solving made math real. In problem solving

if you don't understand the book, you just ask the

teacher. In problem solving we discuss it, think

about it, and then try to solve it before we ask the

teacher for help. Problem Solving made me think for

myself."

"Problem solving is more interesting.''

"In problem solving we do a variety of things. In the

book, we just do page after page of 3 x 2 = 6."

"In problem solving we choose which problems we wanted-,

to do and how we did them. The teacher always tells

us which page in the textbook, which oroblem, and

what we need to do to complete it. I fall asleep in

class and at home doing my math homework."

"The problems are interesting.' challenging, and real

in problem solving. In the book. they are boring.

I never get it finished."

"My pat nts and I solved my problem solving problems

together at dinner. We al" enjoyed them."

"My parents say I asi' more questions now. l'also ask



for less help."

"I'd choose problem solving to do over the text

because the text is not interesting. I don't have to

think or explore. In problem solving I didn't know

where to begin - that's the fun part. It became a

challenge Can I do it? I like to explore."

"When we'd go.to the book, we all got low grades.

Half the time I woudn't do my homework, it was too

boring. They have boring examples. Teacher says,

'Flip to page --, do number 1-5.' No reason to do

the work except to get a grade."

"Book problems are simple our problem solving

problems were hard I had to think."

"I like problem solving'more than book work. I like

to think harder. You have to think hard to do

problem solving. I looked forward to the new

problems."

"As soon as our class went back to working in our

books, the grades went down. We were bored. Them

are boring examples and problems in the book."

Teachers. Teachers were more hesitant than students to

contrast treatment materials 'with textbook materials. Most

expressed a renewed interest in teaching math and enjoyed

the interesting problems. Using , the problem solving

,materials made several teachers unec Portable and uneasy;

C
-e-1
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teachers seem to adjust more slowly than the students. It

was difficult for teachers to. adjust to the freedom of

erploration, the group strategy, and ,calculators in the

classroom (CPS classes only). Evaluation of pupil work was

a problem for some teachers. They were somewhat

uncomfortable withcAt definite grades on each assignment.

All teachers remarked about the increased interest in

mathematics. Comments of teachers follow.

"I'm Just beginning to learn what and how to teach the

problem solving." (December, 1980)

"It was harder for me than for the kids."

"Hope our achieve-,ert scores are good in May."

"I felt like I didn't know what each kid was doing or

what he knew."

"I had trouble grading the students."

"Where can I get some of' these problems for next

year?"

The challenge problems were a real challenge for me."

"I still use the te;:tboc:4 to teach the basics."

"I can't believe how long we spend on one of those

problems."

Response to Group Work,

Students. Different teaching methods were encouraged

during the treatment phase. Group work was emphasized in

all PS and CPS classes. Students responded favorsoly to the
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group appr- nest- comments were'

"Most of the problem solving time we worked in groups.

I liked to work in groups because we could help each

other. I helped them and than they helped me."

"I felt less pressure when working in groups."

"It was fun to argue but the problems. I was wrong

sometimes."

We learned to question each other."

We had to explain to the group what we were doing."

"We discussed the problems together and explained them

to the class."

"I like using the overhead to explain the problems."

"My teacher gave us extra points if the group could

find two different ways to solve the problem."

"We helped the teacher solve several problems. He

didn't have the answer."

"I love group work because it is fun to discuss the

problem. Everybody has ideas about it. I can lead

the group or follow. I like to help kids with their

work. It makes me think harder when I have to

explain it to someone."

Each group worked as as team. If you got all the

problems, your team got points for the day. I liked

my teem although our team never won_ contest. I

like to or in groups."

i

.
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Teachers. Having students work in small groups was new

to most teachers. They usually had their students working

independently when they were not presenting to the entire

.class. The teachers' response to group work was varied.

Some teachers took to it immediately but others were not

comfortable with students in groups. They seemed feel

less in control. One teacher with many years of experience

did not know how to use droup work. But after he was

assisted in trying it, he used it regularly from then on.
I

Specific', comments, made by teachers follow.
\

"I've never used group work before. I like it. yet

I feel better when I have the kids working

independently."

"I just used group work one day a week."

"I like the involvement of group work."

"Kids have to help each other."

"It seems the children respond well to group work.

Maybe they like to talk."

"They have learned to help each other."

"I don't know if 1 f ortable with group work

yet. I usuilly use an interest center for my group

work."
.

"My students surprised me with their problem solving

in the groups."

"How do I grade thee? I usually give the whole group
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the same grade."

"I use the team approach giving the team points for its

work."

"I have to learn to adjust with the students. Believe

me, they've done a great Job! I'm very prodd of

their math scores on the SRA Tests this year."

"My kids have done well. They've jumped two grade

levels in math this year."

"I managed to get all the work done, but is was a

struggle."

Response to Challenge Problems

Students' responses to difficult problems, especiAlly

the math challenge problems, were very surprisidg.

Repeatedly, case study subjects of cross ability levels

commented about the desire, excitement, and challenge of

hard problems. Their comments follow.

"I like the Math Challenge Problems. They were hard

and challenging. I like the 'Fly' one the best. I

got:most of them. I liked the challenge problems

because they made me think the most."

"I like all the challenge problems. I got all but

one; I like them best. I had to get them to satisfy

myself I couldn't stand not to get one."

"I like the hard problems the best. They make me

think more."
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"I got all the Math Challenge Problems. My teacher

helped me with two of them. I got 60 points for

doing the mate challenge problems alone. Could have

gotten 80 points if h had not helped me with two."

"The harder the problems, the harder.I worked. The

challenge problems were my favorites."

"The problems were interesting; some were hard. I

love the hard ones; more ccallenging and fun to

figure out. It took me a long time to do some of

them, but it didn't seem long because I got involved

in the problem. The longest I worked on one problem

was one hour. Sometimes I had to come back to it."

Response to problem solving strategies

We were particularly interested in whether the subject

recognized and used the problem solving strategies. We were

quite impressed with the manner in which the students spoke

about the strategies. They knew the names of the strategies

and spoke freely about strategy use although most students

had a favorite. Among the favorite strategies were Guess

and Test, Make a List. and Lodi,. for a Pattern. Statistical

and observational data substantiated that problem solving

strategies were learned and utilized by the case study

subjects. Their comments follow:

"I like to u the strateco.es to help me. My favorite

one is Guess an t, because it is fun to see how
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close you can get and to try to get close in a few

steps. Simplify is my lfast favorite because I don't

understand it. I use Make a List the most - I can

use it with just about any kind of problem."

"I like Draw a Diagram the best. I helps me see what

I do. I do not use Simplify. I can't break it down;

I don't know why. My favorite one is Look for a

Pattern."

"My favorite strategy is Make a List becaUse it's easy

to see what you're doing. Guess and Test is my least

favorite because it takes too long, then I can't see
Aro

the pattern. I use Draw a Diagram the most. It

helps me see what I did. It helps me to draw

pictures of problems."

"My favorite strategy is Look for a Pattern because

its fun to try to figure out what the problem is all

about. It's like a game. My least favorite strategy

is Simplify I don't know what to do. I use Draw a

Diagram the most. I like to see what the answer is

going to be."

"My favorite strategy is Guess and Test because it is

easy for me. My least favorite strategy is Simplify.
.

It makes more work."
I 1p

"I use Make a List and Lour for a Pattern more than

the others because'l like to organize what I'm doing.



I write more down on paper with Make a List, but I

get more right when I do it."

"The strategies sure helped me to see it more clearly.

In math problems when I got stuck, I'd try one of

those strategies to begin. Sometimes it worked,

sometimes it didn't. I kept trying until one would

work."

"I used several of the strategies on the achievement

test this year."

"In science I use many of the strategies."

"Draw a Diagram was helpful in Social Studies."

"Look for a Pattern is very useful in all my subjects.

I use it when playing games."

"I taught my parents how to use Guess and Test and

make a game out of it."

"I try to make as few guesses as possible because it

takes so long."

."I learned to ask myself questions like, 'How would I

do it?' What strategy to use,' What I need to solve

it, and What would I use to solve it?'"

"I learned the strategies - they were easy for me."

"I learned different methods of solving problems

(Guess and Test. Make a List, Draw a Diagram, etc.).

The strategies helped me to see it more clearly."

"I use problem solving in my other subjects. I used

1



the strategy Draw a Diagram in Social Studies

yesterday to solve a problem."

"I used the problem solving strategies on a test

recently. I learned to ask myself, 'HoW would I do

it?' What strategy to use? What do I need to

solve the problem and what strategy would I use to

solve it?' I still know the strategies. I learned

to apply what I learned and I remember it."

"When I don't know what to do, I just try lots of

things. I use all the strategies."

Response to Calculator Use

Students. FOur of the case study subjects were in t

CPS group and thus experienced calculator use in problem

77

solving. They were uniformly enthusiastic about- using

calculators. They seemed to feel more confid

approaching a problem when the calculator was available.

also seemed to foster exploration. That is, if the student

had no ideas where to begin. they might just try anything

using the calculator. Often this suggested a next step and

consequently led to understanding the problem and ultimately

to a solution. Student comments regarding calculators were

most positive. Their comments were:

"I think I could get hooked on calculators."

"I riike using a calculator in math class."

"I like to play with the calculators."



"I got more problems right using the calculator,"

"I like to get the work done fast."

got more work done using the calculators."

"The calculator works fast. I get more done in a

shorter time."

"The calculators helped me to tell if I-was close to

the right answer."

"I take the original problem, estimate in my heads

then estimate on the calculator to see if I was

right."

"I'd like to use calculators on tests, too."

"Calculators made math easier for me."

"I like using the calculator and doing thoie hard

problems."

"I like to play calculator games, especially the

strategy games. They are real",y fun."

"I use the memory all the time."

"I like to push 'clear' when I get confused and start

all over. I don't like to start over without the

calculator."

"Estimation is easy for me with the calculator.

estimation has improved."

"I get more answers correct."

Teachers. While the response to calculator d(ie varied
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among teachers. it was quite positive; most t achers felt
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that calculator-aided problem solving was a beneficial unit

of instruction. One teacher was uncomfortable with the new

technology but after the semester of use the others were

enthusiastic about the use of calculators. Most were

cautious at the beginning.

The teachers reported few2-5.,,gliscipline problems and

more enthusiasm for mathematics when calculators were used.

Their comments were:

"First time I've used a calculator in school. I was
01,

apprehensive at first, ba I really feel it has a

place. The slower kids could do some of the long

computations which otherwise they could not attempt."

"I was worried about long division and learning the

facts. The kids didn't seem to suffer from the

calculator use."

"I like using the calculator. My kids enjoy using it

too."

"It has not caused them.any problems that I can see."

"There definitely is more.interest when we use

calculators than when we do not."

"I, was afraid we'd lose many calculators, but we only

lost two. It was surprising how much care the

students gave the calculators "

"It helped my bright kids, too.' I thought they'd

become lazy and, not want to do the hard work when we
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weren't using the calculators.

"I think the kids were thinking the calculators would

solve all their problems, but it didn't. They can't-

just push the buttons."

"I iliked seeing the slow kid at least attempt a

problem... It definitely gave him some confidence."

"My kids can't wait until they get to use the

calculators next semester."

"I don't think mv students really learned to utiliie

the calculators to the fullest in this semester. I

know I did II

Parents. Initially, parent reaction to calculator-use

in sixth grade math class varied from neutral to negative.
t

However, at the end of the treatment phase, parents were

uniformly positive about calculator use in problem solving.

When parents were questioned at conference time about their

child's use of calculators, initially they responded

apprehensively. However. after the teachers demonstrated

calculator'_ use in problem solving to the parents they became

quite supportiye. The investigating team visited one PTA

Group and met with the sixth grade parents in the project.

Comments below reflect parent support and the change of
/

attitude toward calculator use.

"I didn't think the calculator should be used when tly

child was still learning how to add..subtract,
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multiply, and divide. Yet, he/she was able to do_

those problems with the calculator.- that he wouldn't

even attempt due to the lack of long computations.

His basic facts have improved throughout the year
4

even with the calculator. He sure loves to use the

calculator."

"My son's grades have improved since he is able to use
I

the calculator. He has gotten more problems correct,

thus a better score on daily work.

"My daughter would definitely choose working with the

calculator.

"The first thing my daughter asked for this Christmas

was a calculator like she had in school. Where can I

.buy one? Should I buy another model or-is the model

she is using adequate?"

.

"Seeing my child enjoy math,is really a delight. I

now the calculator was a definite plus for her I

hope all teachers are learning how to use the

calculators in schools."

"We keep a calculator by the dinner table fow our

evening dinner problems whi?.Sh my son bringsAhome. He

is bitter with those problems than we are.",

"I was strongly opposed to my child using a calculator

In school until I saw how much he/she emioyed and

improved using it.. He seems to have a better grasp

4
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and desire to learn. He says math is easy for him

this year.".

The statement below reflects one CPS teacher's responses

to the project.

"The problem -solving calculator project was

stimulating, fun', challenging arid most rewarding. I look

forward to math class because I never know what my'students

will do that day. I no longer worry about running out of

materials and keeping the students out of trouble. Time

passes quickly and I have less discipline problems. The

-kids are busily engaged into thinking and discussing

problems in the context of problem solving, Yes, sometimes

it gets a little'noisy, but I. realize that they can control

it within the groups. I find the interest generated carries

over to other .daily activities. Many children enjoy

bringing in problems from home, altering the ones we have,

and even at times generating other problems. Our math class

involved English, Social Studies, Science, Health, Reading,

and Language at the, same time. Make a List goved very

helpful for all the children. I believe Guess and Test was

their favorite and that Simplify was the most difficult

strategy.

"This project has definitely 'had a major impact on my

teaching. I no longer car teach from the text presenting

the computations per se. I have seen what sixth graders can



do and will do if given the opportunity."

Individual analyses of case study subjects

Paula, being highly motivated to Wessee and to be

socially accepted, approached problem solving cautiously.

This was the first time she had been presented with math

tasks that were problems rather than exercises. Previously,

she could complete her work quickly and then proceed%with

the next assignment. She was programmed to complete daily

assignments in routine fashion, achieving excelolent results.

This behavioral pattern did not iacilitate her work in

calculator problem solving. She lost confidence and was

reluctant to discuss or share her work. She would cover her

written work when we would walk by her desk. When asked

about the problems, -she-would remark that she was thumtihg.
I

All during the year Paula was expdsed to a relaxed, open

classroom where small group instruction was the predominate

teaching strategy. As the study progressed, she capitalized

on her out-going personality and bkicame a productive group

member. She also learned-tipat it was all right to make
ri

mistakes and there often would be false starts in the

exploration stage of problem solving. Once she realized
vas

that she was expected to solve the problem in a

prescribed way, sh elaxed and tackled the problems. Both

teachers and parerYts remarked about her insecurity and

uncertainty early in the year.
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,Paula's progress was related to her change of focus and
A

purpose. Her previous goal was .to follow explicit -

directions'cirefully and accurately. This had brought good

results. Paula was forced, to develoq_different response

patterns to probleni solving.

Paula's parents focused on her desire to lead. She had

a strong desire to lead the group, but was not Always

recognized as the group leader. She learned to respect the

opinions of others and to wo.,, ...6.,,,peratively. The groOp

work allowed Paula to improve her relationship with peers.

Her parents questioned the teacher about cvntinuCrig the

new approach in seventh grade. They wan ed Paula to

continue studying problem solving. They were able to notice

changes in her response to problem) situations around the

house. She became more confident in her own problem solving

approaches. Yet she did not become an outstanding probleffi

solver.

Paula is a pleasant, cooperative, and alert student

that any teacher would enjoy having in class. She has the

ability to adapt to an te;.pl oratory A setting and make

excellent progress. Paula commented about' how hard she

worked to keep up with the class. This was the first time

in school where she had been expected to "think" rather then

Just "compute."

Although Paula has the innate ability to become a

superior problem soPver she has such a strong desire to

493
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please that she could once again become a "dependent

thinier" if place in a teacher dominated classroom.

bob was quite a puzzle to-the investigating team. He

-nlever complained or questioned assignments. He woried

diligently and. independently on assigned problems. He would

repeat the same set procedures on every problem. He did not

break out of a computational mafide of thought, thus he showed

little growth in problem solving. He would start to

explore, then quickly resort to thinking. about adding.

subtract/ing.:multiplying, and dividing. His major problem

was that he had not learned to "think." He had a strong

desire tb please the teacher. His scores on daily

computations were good, yet he was unable to apply his

krigwledge in problem situations. He relied heavily on-the

teacher to conceptualize the problem for him.1 After

conceptualization, he was able to carry out the plan.

Bob's readiriti was slighttly below grade level. His

teachers and parents thought he 'might be limited by his

reading performance, yet we noted that he was able to read.

4 the test questions.

Bob expressed enjoyment for math and problem solving

this year, yet we were unable to observe change in his

behavior as a result of, the treatment. The reasons for this,

appear to be:

i. A deep-rooted computational mode of thought.

V
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* Inability to adjust to a new approach. . ti

* The need for much one-on-one assistance.

Need for constant support.

* Lack of motivation for task.

* Hesitancy to explore.

In the many weeks of observation, we saw little change.

in Bob's problem solving perfOrmance.

Bill's progress was marled by great intensity of effort.

Since he was a quiet, reserved student, the observers

utilized a more direct route of investigation. While he did

not volunteer information easily or openly h'e responded

openly when asked a direct question. He rarely asked for

assistance from his teacher. Bill responded well to a

structured classroom where students worked individually.

However, once group work was introduced, he showed interest

in sharing. During the classroom 'transition periods he

'wasted much time waiting to be directed. Throughout the year

he never took a leadership role. As the year progressed he

did contribute to the group with key thoughts and questions.

Bill was very grade conscious and felt he had to. get at

least B's in all subject. He commented that his teacher ..,

did.nat grade them on probl,em solving per se and he felt

freer during that time of day than any other. As I chatted

with his .father, I commented about Bill's grade

consciousness. He said he was not atliare of this Lternai

101
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pressure,--yet he believed' Bill was lnot working up to his

abilities and could do better.

Of Ail the 102 subjects.-13111. spent the longest time of

Any subject completing the PST.. He worked at the PST for 85

minutes, never once showing signs of tiring. This intensity

was charaCteristic of his behavior throughout the year. He

showed very little emotion for any task, yet he remarked

that math had been really fun this year..

Learning problem solving approaches for Bill came

slowly. Yet hic teacher reported that he was able to apply

some stratecies-in science andsocial studies.

Bill learned how to e::prore a problem but experienced

difficulty formulating a ptan and bringing closure to the

' task. Once he returns to a rule-oriented. structured

curriculum he may once aoain become passive. He-needed a

longer time to become 4n active, independent learner.

Tom showed great academic growth and emotional maturing

duripo the treatment Peri.o0. Although Tom is an alert,

curious boy, he had been labeled a lazy, mediocre student.

He had been, unable to focus on completing a task, and been

unable to take responsibility for his on learning.

After observing Tom weakly from September to May it was

obvious that changes were taking place. At the beginning of

the year he was inattentive and mischievious in class. He

had to be prodded to do his math v,Jrk, yet he reported that

1 I )
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math was easy for him. A few weeks later, he 'pertly

displayed enthusiasm for math (problem solving) . He is the

type of person that needs to see a reason for what he is

doing. As the study progressed he became an.excellent

problem solver. He commented man', times that he liked doing

the work quickly. He hesitated to use the Guess and Test

strategy because it toot too long, yet when other strategies

failed. he would' resort to Guess and Test.

He thoroughly enjoyed worqing with the calculator.

Tom's family are stable business peopre in the community who

see the importance of calculators. Tom said, -Why not use

calculators in school'? You'll use them when you take a

job!" His perception of calculator use far excelled most

studerp., He was one of the studente'l-who used the

calculator whenever possible and complained when the

calculator was not available.
I

Tom is very observant. He was often the first oneAo

notice any minor change in classroom management or problem

format (even print size or type). On several occasions he

it.vitifiJd a problem as having the same structure as a

previously solved problem. He would say, "This problem is

like ..." His greatest growth came in emotional stability

and learning posture. He toot A produCtive, active role in

group worF and became a group leader. He learned to wort

with peers and direct his eerol,-e toward the goal.

Tom ,:howed much Satl,,factioli and pride throughout the

I 1I''J.,
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project. He shared much of his experience with.hiS parents.

His mother was the PTA rresident who visited Tom's math

class. At the November PTA meeting she invited all .parents

to drop by his classroom and learn what is going ort in sixth

grade math. She gaVe a personal testimony about her son's

changed performance and attitude.
. .

----.....10

Tom's personal i terview and questionnaire' data

revealed that he thorou hly enjoyed problem solving and

calculator use. He repeatedly thanked us for helping him

and for providing calculators. His concluding comment on a

questionnaire was, "I thank you for letting us use the

calculators. I also wish that We could keep on using them,

but I guess we can't; I had laV of fun workipewith the

calculator. THANK YOU VERY MUCH."

Harry provided much Information about a low ability

student's response to the CPS treatment. His overall school

performance was in the 17th percentile. For the first time

this unattentive, mischievious boy was able to feel qbod

about his mathematics performance. Of all the students in

the study, Harry had to pt. forth more effort to achieve a

"turn-around." Since he in need of constant guidance

and supervision, there is some concern about hie continuing

along constructive paths. He even expressed concern about

doing well in junior high school. His math performance was

much highlr than his performance in other subjects. ,His
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teacher was surprised but pleased with his work. The

following commhts reveal his reactions and feelings about

Sixth grade math and the CPS project.

"I like problem solving."

"I like to work in groups. When I get

stuck, I ask someone beside me for help.

I help' them to when they get stuck.

It's lots more fun to work in groups."

"I worked harder last semester (fall,

1980) than'I ever did in school before."

"I don't like pages and pages of book

problems. The problems were fun

was neat trying to figure out those hard

problems. First time I was given 'any hard

problems. When I had nothing to do, I

just got a notebook and paper and tried

to figure the problems. When I finished

a problem the kids didn't think I could

do they'd say, 'I can't do that problem

how can you do it? I don't think you got

that problem right.' They'd try to

prove me wrong. Sometimes we'd work on

it together. I'd show them how I did the

problem; they never thought I could get

it done."

"I like using the cmlculator. My grades

Uu
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went up when I used the calculator. When we

don't use the calculator, my grades go down.

"I want to continue using the calculator

because it helped me get more problems right

and better grades. First time my friends

thought I could do math right."
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Harry's 6eacher remarked about the impact the CPS

project had on him:

Harry finds school work very difficult.

Hi has trouble paying attention and getting

his work done. He showed a renewed interest

in school as a result of the ',strokes' he

received in math this year. The calculator

was a big factor in his getting the problems

done and done correctly since he did not know

his basic' -FaCts well. To my surprise he

. tackled all the challenge problems, completing

all but one. His classmates did not trust him

at first, but learned to listen when he

offered help. He was a better follower than

a leader. He worked best in a-group, as be

needed the direction and support of other

students. His parents rewarded him with a

new bike for his good grades in school. It
a

was a real joy to see this kid change - he's

a different boy.

I I;
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In summary, Harry's case rnows that even a low achiever

can be successful in problem solving. A student ranking

nationally at the 25th percentile scored at the mean for the

CPS group (14) on the 'Problem solving posttest interview.

He demonstrated a grasp of problem solving and made

excellent use of the strategies.
Me

't

-Sue was one of the most valuable case study subjects.
4

Her response to school and problem solving were definite and

notable. Sue is a bright, well adjusted child. Actually,

she is, guite'mature for a sixth grader. This stem's in part

!from a family background of social consciousness and
Ab.

afflusnce. Although mature, she is not always

self-confident. She is very pleasant and atemps to please

adults. Sheets the type of student a teacher would depend

on for many responsible tasks.

Yet having noted these many positive attributes, Sue
i

did not demonstrate mastery of the problem solving process.

She was,slow.to learn the strategies; .inin fact, she., never

mastered the technique of exploring a problem.

Sue was not as successful in problem solving as many

other students. Although she was a bright har'd working

student. she was quite slow learning to use the strategies.

This could hai';e been,- in part, a result of the relatively

poor strategy instruction., in her classroom. Yet others in

that classroom were successful in using the strategies in

111-kI f



problem solving. Sue liked to be. told explicitly what to

do. She performed complex: long division expertly but seemed

lost in deciding what to do on a problem. Being generally

successful in school, she' seemed frustrated, by her ability

to solve' problems. Even thoul'I she tried ,hard, problem

solving ne'.'er became easy for her. She'did make progress

and was able to solve many problems, yet ste did not display .

the insights observed in other successful problem solvers.
a

She liked nroblem solving and worked diligeltly at the

problems whenever that was expec..ted. Yet shit continued to

struggle with the more difficult problems. If she was in a

small group she would wait for others in her group to

determine the approach. Once she had direction. she would

work enthusiastically to arrive at the answer: She was

quick to ask, for help. expectin a the teacher .to tell her how

to solve the problem. She did not have confidence in her

ability to solve problems. ;The has the ability to be an

excellent problem solver. It seems that phe could not
4

overcome her passiveAess. Her desire to please was strong

and her confidence was low. This combination explains her

willingness to work at the problems but with little Vicress.

E n though Sue'was coopecative. her comments during a

post session interview indicated she was not happy to

perform textbook tasks. She commented that, "Mi:h was

boring." "I very ,seldom get my -homewor done." "I fall

asleep before I get the problems done." "Never been cble to
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-emember what I learned. yesterday." "I don't knov. why I

have to, learn fractions." Sue described her response to

math textbook work as "flipping through the pages and doing

examples 1-10."

Sue's verbalization tnd perception of the project

expressed during the interview was phenomenal. She began to

view math as a thinking and learning process. She was able

to perceive many of the changes within herself as well as _r1

her classmates and 4-eacher. Deinq able to express her

thoughts so adult-like Was quite unusual.

Three weeks after the school year ended, she sent us a

ter

poem which she wrote --summarizing her sixth grade - problem

solving experience. it is surpriethat a twelve-year-old

could comprehend and express the thrust aria impact of the

project so clearly. Her poem follows:

The S ttion That Has Never Lost Its Class

This'is a story about a class

Who had a terrible time deali6g with math.

Decimals and fractions bored them to'lltOars4

Percentages and graphs were pains in the rear.

The teacher thought the kids were all deaf and dumb

All the *class did was twiddle their thumbs.

This went on foi4 days and days

There seemed to be n hope no way.

Until one day the teacher walked into the room

Smiling in the middle of the class' gloom.

1'1Uj
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There was a small box she clutched in her hand

A box and a rubber band.

She started talking with a laugh

And told tha kids they were going to enjoy math.

The kids showed their doubts through their-looks

You couldn't enjoy math with their math books!

Said the teacher, "These are Story Problem

Solving Cards."

"They won't,be easy, they will be hard."

"Problem Solving!" the.class groaned.

"We don't need to solve their problems

We've gat enough problems of our own."

"But these problems will be fun - just wait.

You'll never get far at this kind of rate."

Two weeks passed pnd the teacher was right.

The kids now loved math with all their might.

Every kid could now choose what he wanted to do

There were 2(u) cards colored in red. white.

\
and blue.

'They could solve their problems by guessing

and testing,

Drawing diagrams, looking for patterns, siMplifying,

and making lists.

There was so much of a choice in math it was

absolutely bliss!

N., The kids could work in groups or work alone.



They could do the cards at school or do them at home.

Then there were challengers sheets

The problems were interesting, challenging,

And neat.

Now Problem Solving Cards weren't absolutely perfect(

Nothing ever is.

Kids still got frustrated

And there were problems they missed.

But over all the cards were great!

They put kids into situations they'd soon have

to face.

The cards taught them how to balance money and

how to read 'a map,

They taJght them how to triple a recipe and

other things kids have to learn to adapt.

It showed them how much the world was run by math

if you really looked

So much more math then you'd ever find in a math book.

And because the kids now enjoyed math time

Their grade averages began to climb.

So the moral of this story is merely

Get a kid interested and he. will improve clearly!

From the very beginning, Sam responded favorably to

problem solving. As the year progressed, he became

confident and self assured. Throughout the treatment, phase

111
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he was among the three best problem 'solvers in his class.

As noted earlier, Sam was an inconsistent worker who

could achieve excellent results when motivated, while at

times he performed as a low-average- st,..Adept. His entire

posture in math class changed as he became motivated by

problem solving. The observers were impressed' with his

insights, his leadership qualities, his decision making

abilities, and his persistence. He tackled Problem solving

aggressively, becoming an intent, serious, persistent,

exploratory, and successful problem solver. The aspect of

problem solving which he enjoyed the most is explained by

his comments: "Ini problem solving I didn't know her to

begin that's the fun part. It becomes achallenge - Can I

do it? I like to explore."

Sam's inconsistent behavior throughout the year can be

explained in that situations and activities which required

only routine responses forcer' him to take a different

approach to school. He saw the project tasks as PROBLEMS

and thoroughly enjoyed wrestling with them. He commented

about the Challenge Problems because he was forced to

explore and struggle to find a solution path.

Sam did not like. activities which demanded routine

memorization or application of rules. His general progress

in school was. evaluated by teachers as C or C- work.

Ijowever when it came try problem solving, his response was

totally different; he was enthusiastic, task oriented, and

112
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creative. He became one of the best problem solvers in the

class.

Sam displayed and used excellent mental estimation

skills. This was particularly evkdent in the testing A
situation. His plealant, easy-going, personality allowed

him to relate his peers quite well. He was very

sensitive to their eeds and could assess his group role

easily. His remarks About smalltgroup work were'

I love group work because it is fun to discuss

the problems. Everybody has ideas about it.

e"I like,to help kids with their work. It makes

me think harder when I have to explain it to

someone.

Sam thoroughly enjoyed using the calculator in school

and profit" 4rom the calculator experience. Although

initially his parents did not fully support calculator use
A.

in schools, they became convinced that Sam's calculator

problem solving experience was the highlight of his sixth

grade year. Sam's' comments reflect his feelings about

calculators: "I think I could get hooked on calculators. I

still need to use my mind whOi I use the calculator."

Having observed Sam, in many situations, the

investigators conclude that Sam's inconsistent overall

.school performance and poor attendance record from previous

years can be directly related to the type of school tasks.

When presAted with problems in problem situations, he

113
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responded actively and oggressively. If the task-became

routine or practice-like, he resorted to his passive Self.

Sam's response was interesting but perplexing at times.

114



Discussion

This study investioated the problem solving performance

of sixth grade pupils under several conditi,Jns. There were

three treatment groups, a Problem Solving group (PS) that

experienced problem solving activities in addition to their

regular mathematics program, and a Calculator Problem

Solving group (CPS) that used the same supplementary problem

solving materials as the PS group but in addition, had

calculators available, and a Contr-ol group that studied

mathematics from their regular grade level text. Three

problem solving ability levels were formed using scores on

the Iowa Problem Solving Project Test.

In order to assess treatment effects, three measur2s

were used a Problem Solqving 'Test, the Iowa Problem Solving

Project Test, and as studies. The Problem Solving Test

was administered' in an interview format; two experimenter's

mec'Mrded information as they observed the subjects sol/e

five nonroutine mathematiLs problems. A rating scale was

constructed for coding the pupils responses. The sixteF-n

ratvngs are defined in Appendi': C. The 'PST Test was group

administered using alterrh corm =s, in a pretest-posttest

design. Seven sublects from thu PS and the CPS groups were

Identified for c.reful ohsers,,Ation throughout the 18 weel.

treatment phase.
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TreatM6int Effects

When the results of both the PST and the IPSP are taken

together, it is apparent that the subjects stUdying problem

__solving, with or without calculators,__perc&med at a much

.higher level than those subAects in the Control group. On

the PST, the Success scores of the Control, PS, and CPS

groups were 4.4, 12.4, and 14.3, respectively. Not only are

these differences statistically different, they are

educationally significant. Further, the PS and the CPS

means were significantly difft0-ent from the Control groups

means on all 16 PST ratings. Each of the ratings will now

be discussed.

Strategy Use

The PS and CPS groups used nearly three times as many

strategies as the Control group cn the five problems. Not

only did they use more strategies, they used a greater

variety of strategies. This finding is of particular

importance. Mathematics educators have searched for ways of

helping pupils solve word problems. Over the past 30 years

the wanted-givens app-nach has predominated. The National

Assessment results as well as finding, from many studies

suggests that this approach has been ineffective. In this

study, the heuristic approach to p oblam solving was found

to be effectiv;p in heelpiru sixth grade pupils of all ability

leVels learn to use problem solving strategies. Use of

problem solving strategies was accompanied by significant

11('
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increases in problem solving perfornIance. lenowledae of

heuristics seemed to change the way students perceived the

problem solving task; they no longer expected to apply a

rule but realized they could explore and understand the

problem. When they performed a computation, it was not with

the expectation that the answer would- necessarily be

obtained but that information be obtained that would lead to

understanding the proUlem and ultimatply to a solution.

They expected to make several exploratory moves in reaching

a solution. They also realized that certain tools in the

form of problem solving strategies were available. This was

apparent from their comments during the PST interviews. They

would say. "I think I'll try Guess and Test." or "This looks

like a Make a List problem."

Most generalizations about the problem solving process

have b.?en based on studies with older subjects, many at the

college level. It may be the case lha

approach problem solving

students.

xth grade pupils

in a manner different from older

Certain differences in the problem solving

behaviors of the subjects in. this study need to be

recognized. For these students, the use of exploratory

methods seemed quite important. While students typically

it and stare at the blem or give up immediately because

they "Don't know what todo.", a student with an exploratory

mind set does not expect to know what to do at first. in

fact, 1-,e/she may not even understand the problem. This
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raises an interesting point. When faced with a problem,

understanding the problem may be the most important part of

the problem solving process and may not be achieved until

near the end of the solu ion process.
t\

Based on the

observations in this study, gil following steps in problem

solving of sixth grade pupils arp suggested.

Steps in problem solving

1. -Explore

2. Fbrmulate a tentative plan

3.. Carry out the proposed plAiri,

4. Try another approach As needed.

5. Look back

Our observations suggest thpt for sixth grade students,

's first two steps run together. Rarely does a student

understand the problem before he/she devilpes a plan. The

problem solving strategies serve as tool for exploring

which lead to understanding and the etolution of a solution

plan. Exploration seems critically important for sixth

grade pupils and the strategies are the tcolss for this

exploration.

The use of the Draw a Diagram strategy was rarely

observed during the PST. This may have resulted from the

choice of problems. However. Draw- a Diagram was clearly

appropriate and needed for probleut number our yet only two ,

pupils used it. While there may nave been some unidentified

confound, the use, of this strategy was unpredictably low.

1 s
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If, in fect4 elementary school pupils do not.spontaneously

-use Draw a Diagram as a problem solving strategy,

instruction in this heuristic must be carefully considered.

It may be that students need longer and specifically

designed instruction in order 'to become proficient in the

use of this strategy. On the other_ hand, cognitive level or

spatial ability may play a role in use of Draw a Diagram.

Yet, mathematics educator* agree that few heuristics are as

powerful as Draw a Diagram. Certainly, we must study the

teaching and learning of this strategy. Pupils may not draw

diagrams because of the contrasting mode of thought

required. The theory of hemispheric specialization suggests

that Draw a Diagram would elicit more .right hemisphere

processing than other strategies.

Estimation

The treatment subjects demonstrated more than twice as

many instances-of estimation. durtng problem solving. While

subjects in the
4

treatment group% were. on occasion.

encouraged to estimate, little instructional time was

devoted to this skill. It is likely that increased

estimation resulted from e.dloration and use of specific

strategies. if one explores. it is for a purpose and the

work is evaluated. Furthermore. Guess and Test as well as

Look for a Pattern implicitly encourage estimation. Thus

the increased estimation seemed to be a byproduct of

a

*5
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teaching the strategies rather than a result of direct

instruction in estimation.

Representation

Building a mental representation of a problem seems

central-in problfm solving. Evidently, studying and using

problem solving strategies facilitate this constructive

process. Subjectsin the treatment groups showed evidence

of having a mental representation of the problem more
c

frequently tqan those in the Control group. Often, persons

do not consider a problem as solved until they have a mental

representaion. .Otherwise,- there is cognitive dissonance.

FeStinger (1957) has shown that a basic drive of man is the

reduction of cognitive dissonapce. Problem representation

is an important topic for problem solving researchers to

consider.

Used All Conditions

This rating was a aleasure of whether subjects used all

the explicit conditions in the problem. The Conditions

score of both the CPS and PS grObps,wasi more than twice that

of the Control group. Thus, the treatment had a profound

effect on sixth grade students' use of Conditions. One might

say that the treatment subjects read more carefully. There

were no differences between the CPS and PS groups.

Problem five of the PST illustrates the meaning 9f this

'ariable. Many subjects found a combination of coins with a

value of $1.85 but ignored the condition that there were 16

14, (

v.
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coins. Some treatment subjects initially 'made this error

but frequently discovered their oversight by re-reading the

problem during the solution process.

This variably had the highest correlation with the

Success score of any of the variables, indicating that using

all the conditions was a _critical factor in problem solving
A

success. Considering the importance of this variable, the

fact that the treatment was effective assumes omen greater

significance for the practitioner. Future research 'in

problem solving should consider this variable.

Organization

It is not clear why PS and,CPS subjects appeared more

organized. It may have been a function of their greater

production. Yet one could argue that with greater

production there is more opportunity for disorganization.

In general the treatment subjects were not well organized

oven though they were more organized than the Control,

subjects. It is possible that using heuristic strategies

induced an organization effect. Maybe the subjects found,
-

they were more successful when they .&ganized their work.

The treatment teacher may have been effective in encouraging

the students to organize their work:. Decause of the low

level of organization wfhibited by the subjects in this

study, the results on this variable should be viewqd with

caution.

121
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Plan

As subjects were solver the five problems of the PST.

the two observers were looking for evidence of a plan. Some

subjects proceeded to perform a series of activities which

seemed unrelated, there was no evidence of a plan. Others.

in contrast, seemed to no where they were going, what they

would do next. However, their steps were not programmed

from the beginning as in rule applicaton but the ne;:t step

depended on the results of previous moves. This latter

'behavior was considered as evidence for planful behavior.

The analysts of variance on the Plan variable revealed

a Treatment Ability interaction. This was a complex:

interaction caused, in part, by the reverse ordering of the

planning scores uf the thrro ability groups for Control

subjects; the highes1 abiliv group having the lowest

planning scores. Actuall\, the three treatment means (IL M.

L) were quite similar. the -,liread of abilitw group means in

the PS and CPS citpuw=-.- ,much greater. This pattern of

mean spread was observed on other variables, Success,

Conditions. Calculator Frequency,: and Calclator Use.

Another reoccurring pattern was the lower performance of the

low ability CPS group in comparison to the PS low ability

group. This suggests that the low ability subjects using

calculators did not plan as well as those low ability

subjects studying only heut istic strategies.

1 ') 0
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Looking Bac

There was a dramatic difference in the aooking back

behavior among the treatment groups compared to the Control.

The Control subjects rarely looked back while the subjects

in either treatOient group looked back frequently. This is a

particularly incouraging result. Teachers have implorpd

their mathematics students to label their answers, consider

the reasonableness of th answer, and in general reflect on

their resL,lt. This appro h has met with little success.

Teaching heuristic strategies had the effect of stimulating

looking back. We can on!y speculate on the reasons for

this. Since CPS and PS subjects had a higher Representation

score it is likely that they had a better understanding of

the problem. Thus when they arrived ata solution, they

were interested ip seeing whether the answer matched their

expectations. Other explanations are certainly possible and

should be sought. *,

The higher mean score of the, CPS group compared to the

PS group is attributable to the performance of. the high

ability CPS group: they !:,(- .red quite a bit higher than the

other grouper. It is not surprising that the high ability

group loled bac'. mare frequently than other ability groups'

but their perfarm.,m,e wAii in contrast to the high ability. PS

group. It ,Appc1H, t, that the calculator encouraged more

--looking bac:. This suggestion is tentative and must be

verified by other studies before being accepted.

1 '1'1Awt.1
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As each student finished each probiem an estimate of

confidence was obtained. The measure of confidence, based

partially on, t--the subi7t se]f-report, was essentially a

Judgment decision. There may have been experimenter bias

operating. There was a Treatment X Ability interaction for

the Confidence ,,ariable. The low ability subjects did not

differ in their confidence ratings irrespective of treatment

group. For the nther abIlity groups, the subjects in the

CPS and the PS qroups appeared more confident than Control

group subjects. There was no difference between the

Confidence scores of the CPS and the PS groups. However,

there was a difference between the scores of the male and

female subjects overall with the males appearing more

confident (p was the only one of the 16

ratings on which there was a significant se;: difference.

Persistence

was

Persistence was, in part, a jugment decision. 'There

dew ee of 4 ob )ecti ty since Time influenced the

rating. SubJects were rated high on persistence if they

explored the problem fully to a solution. Some subjects

Just guicily performed computation and wrote the answer .

obtained. They would be rated low on persistence. The PS

and CPS qroups had sicrlificantly higher persistence ratings

than the Control croup. -hus, 'it appears as though the

problem solving training contributed to greater persistence

,on the part of the sublect,, in this study.

131
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Computational Error

More computational errors were made by the PS group

than either the CPS or the Control groups. The PS group had

the most computational errors because they were the group

that.performed a large number of computations without a

'calculating device. The fact that they still performed

relatively well in problem solving suggests that they were

able to recover from many of these errors. The CPS and

Control groups made about the same number of errors but for

very different reasons. The Control group made few

computational errors because they performed few computations

relative to the other groups. On the otherhand the CPS

'group made few computational errors because they performed

most of their computations on the calculator, especially

complex computations. As might be expected, the low abiliy

subjects made more computational errors irrespective of the

treatment group membership.

Time

The Treatment X Ability interaction for the Time

variable resulted from the performance of the high ability

group; they tooF about the same time irrespective of

treatment group. For the other ability groups, the PS group

toot longer than elther the CPS or the PS group. They took

longer than the Control group because they did much more

work. The tme differem between the PS and the CPS groups

for'the middle and Aow ab)lity qrbups would have to be



attributed to calcu!ator effect. The high ability PS

sUbjects did not rt ure more time than the CPS rAlbjects;

they were able to compute with paper-and-pencil efficiently'

while the other ability groups in the PS Treatment required

more time to complete the problems.

Viewed as a whole, these findings suggest that the

calculator Is helpful to students learning to solve

problems. Fupils are able to solve morp problems in a given

period of time and thus obtain more problem solving

experience.

Correct Method

The correct method score paralleled the success score

and the Correct Solution- score. Since these two variables

yielded the same results there s nothing to be gained by

breaking Success into the two comOtinents, In this study it

would have Peen sufficient to have coded_ just Correct

Solutions and not include a Correct Method score. This

might not be the case in other studies.

Correct Solution,

The Correct Uolution score paralleled the Correct

Method score and the Success'score.

Calculator Use

The puplls that used calculators during the tr6atment

phase made much oreater use of calculators than students

that did not hove them. All subjects had a calculator

available during testing with the PST. Yet many failed to
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even when they were struggling with a complex

computation. Many were brushing the calculator with their

computing hand as they worked. Even though the week before

testing the PS and Control sub lects were trained to operate

a calculator, they did not make as much use of it during

testing as the subjects- in the CPS group. This suggests

that an extended period of time is needed to incorporate the

calculator as a thinking tool.

In studying Figure 4 it became apparent that there was

a greater spread in the performance of the three ability

groups within the CPS treatment group compared with the PS

and Control groups. The distribution of the ability group

means suggests that calculator experience led to a more

divergent performance of the three ability.groups within the

CPS treatment group. This pattern can ble generalized by

saying that pupils benefited from calculator experience in

relation to their ability.; the higher the ability, the more

they benefited from calculator use The more capable CPS

subjects showed concomitantly higher problem solving

performance.

When the low ability CPS subjects' performance is

viewed in relation to th-, other ability and treatment

groups, a potential calculator interference hypothesis is

suggested. Rather than profiting from calculator use, the

low ability subjects in this study seemed to be adversely

effected by using calculators. This finding , is in sharp
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contrast with the statement by some that calculators will be

particularly beneficial to low ability students because of

their weak computational skills. These results suggest

that, on the contrary, at least in the short term,

calculators alone will not make problem solvers of low f

achieving .pupils.

A longer treatment period could produce different

results: In this study the pupils used calculators for only

half of a year. This may have been too brief a time for

slow learners to

solving tool.

incorporate the calculator as a problem

In fact, an interference hypothesis seems

tenable. That is, the low achievers may have had difficulty

learning two new things at once; calculators and problem

solving strategies. The tas4 complexity may have been too

great for these students. The low achievers did profit from

the treatment: they uutscored both the middle and high

ability sublects in the Control groups. The interference

hypothesis is further supported by the group performance

patterns for other ratings, -particularly, Strategy Use,

Representation, Conditions. and Plan. Low achievers may

peed more time to assimilate new methods. Over a longer

period of time, calculator's may in fact be facilitative for

low ability students. They can learn to use problem solving

strategies and when the\,, learn to use calculators, the

combined effect should be helpful.

*
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Interrelationship of PSI Variables,

The factor anaysis of the 16 PST variables revealed

that most of the variables loaded on the same factor. The

exceptions were Computational Error, Time, Calculator

Frequency, and Calculator Use This could be interpreted to

mean that the variables loading on the major factor were all

measuring the same thing; general problem solving ability.

Subjects that used many and varied strategies were the same

subjects that built a mental representation of the problem,

made a plan, estimated, looked back, were confident, were

I'_..:Ip-ertistent, and were therefore successful. The cluster

consisting of Strategies, Representation, Conditions, Plan,
4

and Looking Back were highlv interrelated.

pbility Group Differences."

(

For each of the th)ee 6bi1 ity groups, the CPS. and PS

groups showed greater problem solving success compared to

the Control gro6p. At the beginning of the study, several

teachers expressed concern that problem, solving was too

difficult for their students and that they would riot be able

to solve the problems. As the semester progressed, it

became apparent that this was not the case. In fact, those

same teachers became outeoben in support of the problem

solving activities for the low ability students. In the PS

group there was little difference in the mean performance of

the low and middle abiliti groups.



Summary

,Teaching sixth grade pupils to solve problems using

specific heuristics was 'clearly effective. Theie pupils

whether they used calculators or not, became much mor

proficient in solving nanroutine problems. They had more

problems correct, used more strategies, and in general were

more aware of their thinking as they approached a difficult

problem. Jenerally, they were more confident and exercised

mare options in attacking a problem. While not all pupils

in the treatment groups learned to solve mathematics

problems efficiently, pupils of all ability levels showed

progress; it is not only the high ability child that can

become an effective problerw solver. However, several

important questions remain. Will this level of problem

solving performance be maintained over time? Will it effect

scores on standardized achievement tests? Will the training

transfer to standard textbook problems or, more generally,

be reflected in future academic performance? Other studi6i

should consider these questions.

Certain problem solving heuristics were more easily

learned by sixth grade pupils than others. Students in this

study quickly picked up on Guess and Test, Look for a

Pattern, and Make a List, while not using Draw a Diagram as

frequently. Great difficulty was encountered in learning to

solve a simpler problem, probably because one must

1 3 0
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understand the abstract'structure of the problem to use this

heuristic. Quite 'surprisingly. sixth grade pupils rarely

wrote an equation in solving problems. While elementary

school children can be taught to write equations in response

to specific stimuli, the evidence from this study suggests

that they do not assimilate equation writing as a problem

solving heuristic.

It appears to the investigators that a key to learning

to solve mathematics probleMs is developing an exploratory

mind set. Children seem to learn a rule oriented mind set

in school which inhibits successful problem solving

performance. Once a child learns that it is acceptable to

explore a problem. to make a decision, and to decide how to

proceed, he or she is well on the way to becoming a

successful problem- solver. This observation may not

generalize to older persons.

The effects of calculator use during problem solving

were less obvious. The hard data show that children using

calculators required significantly less time to solve

problems and made fewer computational errors. It appears

that considerable time (A semester or longer for some

students) may be required to incorporate calculators as a

tool in problem wlvinq. Over the 18 weet.s of this study

the low ability pupils did not seem to learn to use

calculators fluently. In fct, the calculator seemed to

interfere with their problem solving performane. The high

131
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ability problem solvers profited most from calculator use.

- There seems to be grea.- potential in improving the

problem solving performance of elementary school pupils.

Teaching problem solving heuristics is one effective way to

build problem sol/ing competence. By becoming good problem

solvers, children may be acquiring knowledge which can be

useful in a broad range of. activities. As Greeno (1980)

argues, the thought processes needed in solving nonroutine

problemi'is not different from the processes necessary to

solve welJ structured problems. Thus problem solving

ability may improve person's ability to function

effectively in a broad range of e.ndeavors.
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NAME

PROBLEM NUMBER 1 STUDENT NO.

THE SUM OF TWO NUMBERS IS 33.

THEIR DIFFERENCE IS 15.

WHAT ARE THE TWO NUMBERS?

ANSWER



. NAME

PROBLEM NUMBER 2 STUDENT NO.

TIM IS READING A 216 PAGE BOOK.

THE TABLE BELOW SHOWS HIS READING SCHEDULE.

HOW MARY DW'WILL IT TAKE TIM TO READ THE BOOK?

DAY PAGE NUMBER AT END OF DAY

DAY 1 COMPLETED PAGE 12

DAY 2 COMPLETED PAGE 29

DAY 3 COMPLETED PAGE 46

DAY 4 COMPLETED PAGE 63

ANSWER

113



PROBLEM NUMBER 3

ID«KSGraI

1W41F9

NAME

STUDENT NO.

NOTEBOOKS COST $1.57 EACH.

HOW MANY CAN YOU BUY WITH $20.00?

HOW MUCH CHANGE WILL YOU HAVE LEFT?

ANSWER

1t



NAME

PROBLEM NUMBER 4 STUDENT NO,

PAUL HAS A SWIMMING POOL IN THE SHAPE OF A RECTANGLE.
IT IS 31 FEET LONG AND 23 FEET WIDE.

THERE IS A WALKWAY 3 FEET WIDE AROUND THE POOL,
WHAT IS THE LENGTHt OF A FENCE AROUND THE WALKWAY?

ANSWER

117



NAME

PROBLEM NUMBER 5 STUDENT NO

MARK GETS A WEEKLY ALLOWANCE.

HE ALWAYS GETS 16 COINS WHICH TOTALS $1.85.

EACH WEEK HE GETS ONLY NICKELS, DIMES AND

QUARTERS, EACH WEEK HE GETS A DIFFERENT

COMBINATION OF COINS. FIND AT LEAST

TWO DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS MARK CAN GET.

CAN YOU FIND OTHER COMBINATIONS?

EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER.

IF SO, WRITE THE COMBINATIONS YOU FIND.

ANSWER

14
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CODING FORM

Boy
Student No.

Problem No.

Date of Interview

CORRECT STRATEGY USED AND
.VARIETY OF STRATEGIES USED

Type of
Strategy

No.
Used

No.Used
Coccectly

Guess and Test

Draw a Diagram

Make a List

Simp4fy

Breaks 'pto Parts

Look for Pattern

Write an Equatlor

Other/Others

TOTAL

Girl

Stratecy 1.

Success 2.

Estimation 3.

Computational
Error Score -Representation 4..

Frequencies Total Used 'All
Conditions

COMMENTS: Time:

Was subject':, picture taken?

Yes Nu, number

Correct Solution'
Score

Correct Method
Score

1 5

Organization 6:

Plan -7.

Looking Back 8.

Confidence 9:

Persistence 10-

Computational
Error 11.

Correct
Solution 12.

Correct
Method 13.

Time 14.

Calculator
Frequency 15.

Calculator.
Use 16.
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Definitions of Interview Ratings

1. Strategy (0- )

The Strategy Score is the sum of the number of strategies
tried and the number of strategies used correctly for eachproblem. The list of strategies include Guess and Test,Draw a Diagram, Make a List, Simplify, Look for a Pattern,Write an Equation and a category named Others.

2. Correct Solution (0, 2, 4)
0 The subject arrives at an incorrect solution.
2 The subject arrives at one of the correct solutionson a two-part problem.
4 The subject arrives at the correct solution to

the problem.

3. Correct Method (0, 4)
0 The subject does not use an appropriate method.
4 The method or processes used were correct and

complete except possibly for computational error(s).

4. Success (0, 4, 6, 8)
The Success Score is the sum of the correct solution
score and the correct method score for each problem.

5. Estimation (0, 1, 2)
The Estimation-Score is a measure of observed estimation
use on each problem.

0 No estimation is observed.
1 Some evidence of an attempt to estimate is observed.
2 The subject makes reasonable estimates.

6. Representation (0, 1, 2)
The Representation Score measures the extent to which a
subject developed some understanding in his mind of the
problem's structure.

0 The subject shows no evidence of building a
representation; subject merely operates on the
giVen numbers without understanding the problem.

1 Subject develops a representation, but it is not
complete and correct-.

2 Subject develops an appropriate representation that
leads to the correct solution method.

7. Conditions (0, 1)
The Conditions Score measures the extent to which the
conditions of the problems are used.

0 The subject fails to use all the conditions in
the problem.

1 The subject utilizes all the necessary explicit
and implicit conditions in the problem.



Definition of Interview Ratings (continued)

8. Organization (0, 1, 2)
The Organization Score measures the extent to which a
subject arranged and ordered his/her written work on
the problem.

0 Written work lacks any organization. If numbers are
written, they are in a haphazard way.

1 Written work is partial or anized. Student attemnts
to order his/her work in some useful way.

2 Written work is well organized with sequencing,
ordering, and labeling of parts.

9. Plan (0, 1, 2)
0 There is no evidence that a plan was formulated.
1 There is evidence of some degree of planning but

the subject does not have an over-all plan.
2 The subject works purposefully, following an

orderly set of steps and/or trials.

10. Looking Back (0, 1, 2)
The Looking Back Score measures the subject's attempt to
verify or check the step(s) of the solution process.

0 The subject makes no attempt to check computations
or processes.

1 Some evidence of an attempt to look back is observed.
Subject checks one or more computations.

2 Subject considers the reasonableness of the answer
and the procedures used.

11. Confidence (0, 1, 2)
The Confidence Score measures the degree of confidence
the subject has in the process and the solution itself.

0 No confidence. Perhaps he/she cannot arrive at a
solution or his/her answer is more of a guess.

1 The subject arrives at a solution but still feels
unsure about his/her work.

2 Subject seems sure that he/she has the correct solution.

12. Persistence (0, 1, 2)
0 Subject gives up easily; stops without success.
1 Subject works on the problem for awhile and then either

gives up or just writes any number as the answer.
2 Subject probes deeply into the problem, even if

unsuccessful.

13. Computational Error (0- )

The Computational Error Score is the sum of the computa-
tional errors in the problem.

14. Time (0- )

The Time Score is the number of minutes the subject
spent on the problem from the moment he/she begins to
read the problem aloud to the moment he/she wrote an
answer in the box and ceased to work on the problem.

1'7'4tog,



Definition of Interview Ratings (continued)

15. Calculator Frequency (0, 1, 2, 3, 4)
The Calculator Frequency Score is the number of
computations performed on the calculator.

0 No calculator use
1 1-3 uses
2 4-7 uses
3 8-11 uses
4 12 or more uses

16. Calculator Use (-1, 0, 1, 2)
The calculator Use Score is a measure of the quality
of calculator use.

-1 The calculator misled or confused the subject.
0 No use of the calculator
1 The calculator is used for only a few computations.
2 The calculator is used to perform most complex

computations and it played an important role in
the solution process.

t.
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NAME

Example:For each pair of words below place
an X on the blank that best tells
how you feel about--

SNOW

like hate

cold 0
1 hot, 11=0 MED 41MM MN*

work ploYMEM MIND

I

Directions:For each pair of words below
place an:X on the blank th best to

how you feel about--

bad

sod

CALCULATORS

- WOO MAW =N. 400 MMO

4P Oda .11.

a

good

happy

boring exciting

jump in

hard

more

hold back
mmw .*0 &DO Mob OMB mow .1mos

easy
5104. 41M

.110,0

tAJ

less



Directions: Reod each question and fill in
the spoce below your answer.

I. Is there at least one calculator in
your home?

YES

0 C --4

2. Are you allowed to use a calculator
at home? I

YES NO0 0
3. Do you think yod-would do better in

math if you used a calculator?

YES NO DON'T KNOV0 0
4. Do you have a calculator of your own?

YES NO

0 0



p
NAMt

Example: For each pair of words below place
an X on the blank that best tells
how you feel about--

like

cold

work

a

SNOW

. hate. . .010MMOMMO

...46
0
I....
011M

0 hot.... .... ....
play.... ........ .... ....

I

Directions:For each pair of words below
place an X on the blank that best tells
how you feel about -.-

bad

sad

boring

jump in

hard

more

MATH

good.... NMI 4W WM... emb 4MB 4M 4M =ID M. =ID OM MD 4WD 4WD OS

happy..... ..._ .... ... ....

0 0 exciting.w -- .... .... ..... ...

OIDOIW OWS4WOOMM 0.0 001O MIW hold back

r

41641 MD UM OWD OWO 4WM UMW ifts WNW WWD wWD WM 04W 4WD WNW MOW UM 4M4 000 OWS
easy

O 0 0 less.... .... .... ...... a..

5S





Schedule of Activities for
Fall Semester, 1980 and
Spring Semester, 1981

I

Teacher
Orientation
Aug. 25. Week 1

---------
PS Group
5 classes
Pretest Wk. 1-2
Aug. 25 Sept. 12

CPS Group
7 classes
Pretest Wk. 1-2
Aug. 25 - Sept. 12-

Introduction to
calculator
Week 1-2
Au . 25 Se t. 12

Teaching.
problem solving
Weeks 3-7
Sept. 15 Oct. 17

P.S. with Calculato
treatment
Teaching techniques
of P.S. Weeks 3-7
Sept. 15 - Oct. 17

-r
Mixed practice with 1

techniques of P.S. '

Weeks 8-17
2$ - Jan. 9 I

---------
Post Testing
Week 18

Jan. 12 - 16

Semester II

Control Group
6 classes
Pretest Wk. 1-2
Aug.. 25 - Sept. 121

6th grade

math

curriculum

18 weeks

Sept. 15 - Oct. 17

Interview Students
34 from each of the three treatment groups

Weeks 19 - 27
Jan. 19 - March 19

Interview
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Student Date

Teacher School

COMMENTS:

Evaluator

(1 low, 5 high)

1. Motivation 1 2 3 4 5

2. Grasp of P.S. 1 2 3 4 5

3. Strategies used:

nit

G&T DD ML S P

4. Strategies used correctly:

G&T DD ML S P

5. Other strategies used (list)?

6. Looked back? Yes No

7. Used calculator:

How?

How much?

8. Time on task

9. Was the work organized?

10. Follow directions?.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

11. Interaction with teacher

1 2 3 4 5 NA

12. Interaction with peers

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Classroom atmosphere, class activities, other pertinent information.


